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FOREWORD
 
This report presents the results of a study on the response
 
of flexible space vehicles to docking impact. The study, per­
formed from April 4, 1968 through March 3, 1970, was conducted
 
by the Denver Division, Martin Marietta Corporation, under Con­
tract No. NAS8-21280. The program was administered by the Na­
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration's George C. Marshall
 
Space Plight Center, Huntsville, Alabama under the direction of
 
Mr. Robert S. Ryan, Deputy, Dynamics and Control Division, Aero/
 
Astrodynamics Laboratory.
 
The report is presented in two volumes:
 
Volume I - Analytical Investigation;
 
Volume II - Numerical Investigation.
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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the response of
 
flexible space vehicles to impact caused by the docking maneuver.
 
The mathematical formulation of this maneuver considers the dock­
ing of a chase vehicle to a target vehicle; the docking mechanism
 
is of the probe/drogue type currently planned for the Apollo Appli­
cations Program. The docking mechanism serves to dissipate the
 
relative kinetic energy of the docking vehicles, to provide a means
 
of achieving attitude alignment, and to draw the vehicles together
 
and allow a hard structural connection. The formulation of the
 
analysis considers the docking vehicles to be under the influence
 
of one or more control systems.
 
The mathematical model was programed for numerical evaluation
 
of the docking response. Primary program output is presented as
 
time history plotsof significant variables including vehicle
 
velocities, probe/drogue deformation characteristics, interface
 
forces and moments, and important control system parameters.
 
Numerical results for 12 demonstration cases are presented.
 
These results illustrate the versatility of the digital program
 
and the output format. A listing of the digital program, includ­
ing sample input and output, is provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM
 
The analytically predicted infiuence of a'docking mechanism
 
on two flexible space vehicles engiged-in a docking maneuver is
 
the primary object-ive of this study. The docking mechanism serves
 
to dissipate the relative kinetic energy of the docking vehicles,
 
to provide a means of achieving attitude alignment, and finally
 
to mechanically (or pneumatically) draw"the vehicles together and
 
cause a hard structural connection. In this document one of the
 
vehicles is referred to as the target vehicle while the other'is
 
referred to as the chase vehicle.
 
The motion of the target vehicle is also influenced by the
 
presence of two types of attitude control systems; the chase ve­
hicle's motion also reflects the presence of an attitude control
 
system. The control systems have rate-and attitude error signals
 
as inputs that include elastic deformation resulting from the
 
structural dynamic response of the oveir1l closed-loop system.,
 
The Apollo docking mechanism is considered in this study. It
 
is a relatively complex.mechanism consisting of a docking probe
 
assembly (mounted on the chase vehicle) and-a drogue assembly
 
(mounted on the target vehicle)., The primary components of the
 
docking probe,assembly are the probe body, consisting of an inner
 
cylinder that has relative axial movement with respect to an outer
 
cyiinder (which will be referred to as the probe barrel), The
 
probe barrel is structurally fastened.to the chase vehicle by a
 
support consist-ing of three symmetrically oriented strut/beam
 
assemblies (essentially a tripod mount). A conically shaped probe
 
head is.swivel mounted to the end of the inner cylinder. Addi­
tionally, the docking probe assembly has three symetrically ori­
ented pitch arm assemblies, each consisting of a tension link,
 
:shock -attenuator-,-and a pitch arm. Figufe I-1 shows the major
 
components of the assembly. The drogue assembly is a conical
 
structure that is truncated to provide a receptacle for the probe
 
head in the captured configuration.
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The docking analysis considers the two vehicles, engaged in
 
the maneuver, to be in relative proximity initially (as depicted
 
in Fig. 1-2). Certain initial relative rates and attitude mis­
alignments are assumed. During the maneuver the probe head and
 
one or more of the three pitch arms may engage in sliding contact
 
with the drogue (the probe head may or may not contact the drogue
 
before the drogue contacts the pitch arms). The probe head slides
 
against the inner surface of the drogue; the geometry of the com­
posite mechanism is such that the pitch arms may only contact the
 
outer lip of the drogue, and cannot contact the drogue's inner
 
surface. The initial coupling of the two vehicles is achieved
 
when the probe head is seated in the receptacle and three symmet­
rically located probe head latches (see Fig. 1-1 and 1-2) secure
 
the probe head to the drogue. This initial coupling effectively
 
creates a hinged joint between the two vehicles; the pitch arms
 
serve to prevent jackknifing.
 
After the probe head has been successfully secured to the
 
drogue, retraction of the probe assembly may occur. During re­
traction, the probe assembly foreshortens (due to high-pressure
 
gas acting on a piston that is on the end of the inner cylinder),
 
and draws the vehicles closer. The pitch arms "flare" out to
 
cause less and less clearance between the arms and the outer lip
 
of the drogue, resulting in positive attitude alignment.
 
After the probe assembly has fully retracted, the docking col­
lars (see Fig. 1-2) are close enough that latches situated on the
 
probe side of the docking interface (on the docking collar) secure
 
the two mating rings or collars in a final "hard" structural con­
nection.
 
The manner in which the pitch arm assemblies connect to the
 
inner and outer cylinders of the probe assembly provides an effec­
tive spring and damper between the inner and outer cylinders (there
 
is an additional restoring spring within the probe barrel). When­
ever there is contact between a pitch arm and the drogue lip, shock
 
attenuation is provided in that the tension links may collapse
 
(they have no capability to carry compressive loading) and the side
 
loading is transmitted through the arm to the shock attenuator.
 
The docking analysis (described in this document) is concerned
 
with the development of a mathematical model of the two flexible
 
space vehicles and the docking mechanism. The mathematical model
 
shall simulate the relatively complex motions, as described above,
 
in a representative and accurate manner.
 
Chase Vehicle Docking Port
 
C) Target Vehicle
 
0 
Fig. 1-2 Schematic of Dcking Maneuver
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B. PHILOSOPHY OF THE ANALYSIS
 
There is a broad class'of problems in mechanics for which the
 
tools of vectorial mechanics are adequate. The vectorial mechanics
 
treatment bases everything on the fundamental vectors of force and
 
momentum. A more general treatment is furnished by the so-called
 
analytical (or variational) mechanics. The two methods are basi­
cally equivalent, at least for systems free from constraints; but
 
for systems with constraints (kinematical constraints that may be
 
nonholonomic in general), the methods of analytical mechanics. are
 
superior from a formulation standpoint. They are superior in that
 
they provide the analyst with a better overall view of the problem.
 
In formulating a mathematical model that can be used to simu­
late the complex motions and events that occur during the docking
 
maneuver, it is necessary for the analyst to -consign his attention
 
to the kinematical details of the problem, and to the many combi­
nations of ways in which the two docking vehicles may interact
 
during the maneuver. He cannot afford to oversimplify the problem
 
by inadvertently making simplifying assumptions that are not con­
sistent with the nature of the problem.
 
The docking maneuver might be described as a mild (or con­
trolled) collision of two space vehicles. In formulating a de­
tailed mathematical model of the maneuver it is advantageous to
 
think of the sequence of events (impact, sliding contact, and
 
capture) as a systematic enforcement or relaxation of kinematical
 
constraints. There is a series of such constraint conditions,
 
some of which are independent of the others, and some conditions
 
that cannot coexist with certain others. It is practical to enum­
erate all of the possible conditions and then to examine the com­
plete set with regard to interdependence. Also it is possible to
 
establish criteria for enforcement or relaxation of the constraint
 
conditions based on the overall system's geometry at any instant
 
of time during the simulated maneuver.
 
A very effective way to implement the constraint conditions in
 
the analysis is through the use of Lagrange multipliers. At some
 
instant of time, in the simulation, we want to solve the differ­
ential equations of motion simultaneously with the equations of
 
constraint. This essentially is an overspecified system; it is
 
not possible, in general, to find a set of n variables that simul­
taneously satisfy n + m independent conditions. The Lagrange
 
multipliers represent m additional variables and their introduc­
tion into the problem results in a set of consistent equations.
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The detailed analysis of the docking maneuver that follows,
 
begins by introducing the virtual power concept. It is important
 
that this concept is not misinterpreted as a new principle or a
 
deviation from the principles of analytical mechanics. The vir­
tual power concept is a convenient means of applying the prineipZe
 
of virtual work to the docking analysis (which is a specific appli­
cation of the tools of analytical mechanics).
 
The analysis continues by citing the fundamental Lagrange's
 
equations of motion with constraints. The matrix form of the
 
equations is then derived; the explicit form of the kinetic energy
 
function pertinent to the (docking maneuver) analysis is presented,
 
and finally (through manipulation) we see the emergence of "famil­
iar vectorial" equations of motion that'represent a flexible space
 
vehicle. It might be suggested that the entire mathematical model
 
could be formulated by.simply using the fundamental relations be­
tween force (or torque) and momentum at the outset. This is very
 
possibly true. However, the route we choose has the advantage of
 
preserving the use of Lagrange multipliers; and also the resultant
 
forces, torques, and the generalized forces acting on the normal
 
elastic coordinates can be conveniently expressed through applica­
tion of the principle of virtual work.
 
We have blended the better features of vectorial mechanics
 
with the better features of analytical mechanics in formulating
 
the mathematical model for the docking maneuver.
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II. ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE TO DOCKING IMPACT
 
A:' DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOIION
 
1. Concept of Virtual Velocity and Virtual Power
 
The concept of a virtual displacement and the principle of
 
virtual work provide very effective tools in the analysis of me­
chanical systems. The utility of the principle of virtual work
 
is mainly due to being able to eliminate the action of the inner
 
forces that are necessary to maintain prescribed kinematical con­
ditions. For example, a deformable structure'may be analyzed for
 
stress and strain by prescribing certain possible modes of defor­
mation, which are a finite number of kinematical conditions that
 
the virtual displacements of the system must comply with. The
 
action of the inner forces may be eliminated b~cause the virtual
 
displacements are in harmony with the given kinematical conditions.
 
The number of equations, equal to the number of modes of deforma­
tion (or degrees of freedom assumed), is smaller than the number
 
of particles contained in the system.
 
The principle of virtual work is a variational principle that
 
allows us to analyze a given mechanical system without consider­
ing the infinity of particles and the infinity.of inner forces
 
that act between them. The transformation that relates the rec­
tangular coordinates of the system's particles (Xi, Yi, Zi) to 
the generalized coordinates (q, q2, --- , qn). is used to transform 
the virtual work expression that-is in terms of the i, 6Yi, 6Zi
1
 
and the resultant particle forces; that i' 

N 
-6W = T. •r.6Z (11-1) 
i=l
 
is transformed to
 
_n, 
'W 6q (II-2)
 
j=Zl• 
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Through this transformation, the analytical form of the generalized
 
forces, Qj, is obtained. The transformation that relates the par­
ticles' rectangular coordinates to the generalized coordinates is,
 
in essence, the prescribed-kinematical conditions or constraints:
 
r = ri (q, q 2 , ... , q ;t, (11-3)
 
i = 1, 2, ... , N. 
The virtual displacements 6ri may be expressed as 
nZqk'
I- (11-4) 
k
k=l 

thus, from (II-i),
 
~n 2ri 
sW = Z Fi " q- q 
i±l k=l I 
n /Nar k (11-5) 
k=l \i=l ­
and it follows that
 
N a? 
Qk ZFi " _* (11-6) 
it=l
 
Equation (11-6) shows the transformation relating the particle
 
forces to the generalized forces. By the principle of virtual
 
work, only those Fi that are impressed forces contribute to 6W,
 
and therefore to Qk" If the system is a flexible solid, some of
 
the Fi may be considered to be resultant stresses acting on vir­
tual strains that are consistent with (11-4); the system has the
 
capacity for storing potential energy (U) and we may consider the
 
Qk to be composed of contributions from all of the unconservative
 
impressed forces and from the position-dependent (or conservative)
 
forces,
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L N r.
 
QkZ Fi -qk-- (VU!)i .LqkII7 
i=l i 3 k' (11-7) 
where L is the total of the unconservative impressed forces. In
 
defining the explicit form of the Qk it is necessary to form the
 
Dr.
 
derivatives, -. Given the explicit form of the kinematical con­k
 
ditions, such as (11-3), one needs only to differentiate to ex­
press the required derivatives. However, often in practice the
 
form of the transformation (11-3) is only implied and the deriva­
tives are difficult to obtain. It is generally possible to easily
 
express the particle velocity in terms of the generalized displace­
ments, generalized velocities and the time (t), simply by writing
 
well known kinematical expressions that comply with (11-3); we may
 
write
 
r ri (qj, q2 , ... , q; 1 , q2 , ... , t), (11-8) 
also
 
n 
aar.
 
ri E + a--t- (11-9) 
We recognize the derivatives we are seeking appear in (11-9);
 
our accomplishment has been to express r. in a simple "kinematical
 
fashion" and equate the result to that given by (1I-9) obtaining
 
Dr.
 
explicit expressions for 3q-without needing to differentiate (II­aqj
 
3), or without even needing to know the explicit form of (11-3).
 
The second term on the right of (11-9) does not enter into the
 
comparison, we only need to recognize it.
 
We are now in a position to define viftual velocity. The vir­
tual velocity concept is analogous to that of virtual displace­
ments, in that we may imagine the 4k to assume arbitrary values
 
independent of time. Particle velocities take on values consis­
tent with the conditions
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n ­
=qk"(11-10)­
k=1
 
r.
 
The difference between (11-9) and (II-10) is the term-.1, which
 
vanishes since we "hold time constant" while impressing arbitrary
 
values of 4, similar to expressing virtual displacements. We
 
thus define the virtual velocity of the ith particle to be that
 
which satisfies (II-10) for arbitrary values of the independent
 
4k. We use the superscript (*) to distinguish between virtual
 
velocities and real velocities.
 
±,
 
We may express the r. from simple well known kinematical re-
I 
lationships, compare these results with (II-10) and obtain the
 
ar. 
explicit form of the derivatives -, again without needing to
 
ack
 
know the explicit form of (11-3). The merit of the virtual veloc­
ity concept becomes more apparent later in the development when
 
the detailed kinematical relationships are put down.
 
In conjunction with virtual velocity, we conceive of virtual
 
power (ip)analogous to virtual work. It is an expression involv­
ing virtual velocities rather than virtual displacements:
 
N
 
Fi ri. (II-il)
 
k=l il 
n 
(11-12)
Z Q= ­
k=l
 
The Virtual power has served the exact same purpose that vir­
tual work does, namely to provide the explicit form of the gener­
alized forces. 
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The virtual velocity concept may be used in deriving Lagrange's
 
equations of motion. Consider the system of particles as in Fig.
 
II-l. 
Frame
 
Fig. I-i System of Particles
 
Newton's second law of motion applies to each particle, or
 
m. r. = F. (11-13)1 1 1 
If the position of the typical particle m. is governed by the 
relation 1 
r. = (ql, q2 , .. , q, t) (11-14) 
we have­
-- 1. • 1]
r.='k+ - II-15)
 
a_ _qk A + t 
k=l 
also
 
n­
(11-16)

1- l 3qri * 
k=l
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Differentiating (11-15) with respect to 4k and also qk we ob­
.tain the identities
 
3r. 8r.
 
- = -(11-17)0 k 
 qk'
 
and
 
n 327P. 327. 
3r--O= 3qj q + qkt (IT-i8) 
j=1
 
Also, we have
 
32¥.. 327.
 
dt qkqk j j qk t (11-19)

= 	 E q1 • + t j= k 
r.
 
since - is generally a function of the q. and time t.
 
S.qk
 
Comparing (IT-18) with (11-19) we obtain the identity
 
dS. Sr. 
d 3 = 3 (11-20) 
dt @qk 9qk" 
Now we may form the scalar product of both sides of (TI-13) with
 
r. leaving
1 
mr. • r. = F.• r.. 	 (11-21)1i 1 1 
Combining (11-21) with (11-16) gives
 
n ( r ., n a ri) 
M. aq 1 k g ~ r \. 	 (TT-22)mi E i k E " k 
k=l 	 k=1
 
Expanding the term in brackets on the left of (11-22) we have
 
11-7 
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n d 
-
 = 
f 9r.

-5q/ i dt ;k)4 (11-23) 
k=l k=l 
or
 
n 
 n 
kqkdt 2 k r 2 q tk r k. k=l " 3 4k 
(11-24) 
because of the identities (11-17) and (11-20).
 
If we consider the system to be continuous we may replace mi
 
with pdV and F. with fdV, and integrate over the volume. Here
 
p is mass density,
 
f is force intensity, 
dV is elemental volume. 
Equation (11-24) becomes 
n 
dt (. t k (2 t kd dj 

k=l V V
 
= . qk "k 
"dV)4* (11-25)

k=l k 
Since the qk are arbitrary it follows that
 
d T 3T U (112
 
dt ?qk qk Q k (11-2k
 
where
 
T = pr. r dV (11-27) 
V 
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and
 
U =dV; (11-28)
Qk 3q k ,
V 
and we have a derivation of Lagrange's equations of motion that
 
has used the virtual velocity concept.
 
We note that Qk in (11-28) may be considered to include addi­
tional forces of constraint. A general form for expressing addi­
tional constraint conditions is (for s = 1, 2, ... , m) as follows:d7rl, dr r;t, dr)TS Ts (r1r2..N; 2,.. (1-29) 
- This form is general in that it may include all classifications 
of constraints. Whatever the classification of the constraints 
it is always possible to satisfy them by using Lagrange multipliers 
(x) which have the interpretation that they are forces required
 
to maintain the additional constraint conditions. In this sense,
 
we may include all additional constraint forces, conservative forces,
 
and others, such as dissipative and time-dependent forces, into the
 
expression for virtual power (or virtual work),
 
• n (L 

. m U .
 
I-+ sELq (1-30)
 
For ease of notation, let us define Q' to be all the general­
ized forces appearing in (11-30) except those due to additional
 
constraint forces, or
 
L
 
Qk Z F_ (11-31) 
1=1 
The equations characterizing the system are Lagrange's equa­
tions of motion, which due to (11-31) appear as
 
In
 
d @T T -r + X(1­
dt a4k 3q k Sl k'
 
s=l
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and the additional conditions of constraint which may be written
 
from (11-29) as
 
4

q2 , ..., qn q1, q2, n; t,dt) ,= , (11-33)T T q,
s 

since
 
n 
 i
 
3r Dr.
 
Sdt + dt. (11-34)
 
at 
k=l Dkdt 

2. Matrix Form of the Equations of Motion and Equations of Con­
straint 
The derivation of Lagrange's equations of motion with con­
straints in the previous section was shown in order to qualify the
 
concept and use of virtual velocity and virtual power and to pro­
vide a basis for subsequent development. Equations (11-32) and
 
(11-33) are well known, of course, and are derived in various ex­
cellent texts* on dynamics. The intent,.at this point, is to use
 
Lagrange's equations with constraints as a starting point, develop
 
the matrix form of the equations, and then to transform the result­
ing equations so that they involve nonholonomic velocities. It is
 
this transformed set of the equations that is the-most practical
 
for purposes of integrating the equations of motion. The general­
ized forces are also transformed in the process and it will be
 
seen that the resulting forces are most easily derived from the
 
virtual power.
 
The kinetic energy appearing in (11-32-) and (11-27) in gen­
eral is a function of the qk' the 4k and time because of (11-15),
 
If ri doesn't depend explicitly on time (scleronomic system).
 
then the kinetic energy (T) is of quadratic form in the 4k and
 
the partial derivatives aT/a-4k will each contain the 4k' Dif­
ferentiation with respect to time then results in a set of n sec­
ond order differential equations that involve the n 4k and the
 
m A as unknowns. The m conditions of constraint coupled with the
 
*Cornelius Lanczos: The VariationalPrinciples of Mechanics 
(3rd Edition). University of Toronto Press, 1966. 
Donald T.'Greenwood: Principles of Dynamics. Prentice Hall, 
Inc., 1965. 
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n differential equations of motion are sufficient equations to
 
solve for the n + m unknowns.
 
The kinetic energy T may be expressed initially in terms of
 
nonholonomic velocities and a mass matrix that is independent of.
 
time and position, or
 
T = {u}T [m ] {u}, (11-35) 
where {u} is a vector of nonholonomic velocities (velocity compo­
nents that are the projections onto a rotating axis system), and
 
[m] is a symmetric array of mass elements. A transformation such
 
as the first term in (11-15) exists and we may write 
{u = [8] {41, (11-36)
 
the elements of [8] are functions of the n qk'
 
Substituting (11-36) into (11-35) gives
 
T= (1T [S]T [i] [8] (41. (11-37) 
Now, differentiating T with respect to each of the 4k" and then 
that result with respect to time, we get 
d{t}'= [$]T[m] ({}+ [ ]T [m] {u1, 
which is the first term in (11-32). Now by differentiating (11-37)
 
with respect to the kth q, we obtain
 
= _ { F[8IT@T IjI _- [m] N8 {4}
qk 
[]T [m]
+ O} r {a}, (11-39)
 
which, due to symmetry, is written as
 
M [m] [B] {. (11-40)

k Fm] 
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This is a scalar derivative, corresponding to the kth q. To form 
a column vector of these derivatives, we define the kth row of 
matrix [P] to be: 
T[Fa IT. (11-41) 
(kth row of [P) - T(-
Now, using (11-40), (11-41), and (11-36) we may write
 
= [P][m] {u). (11-42) 
Using (11-38) and (11-42) we may write the left of (11-32) in ma­
trix form as 
d f3T_ (T) = [ ]T [m] {A} + ([] T _ [p]) [i] {u}. (11-43) 
dt Y-Da4( 7 fi]\jqj 

We now go to work on the right of (11-32) and on (11-33).
 
First of all, let us express the additional constraint conditions
 
as 
n 
Ts b 44k + =0 (11-44) 
Clearly, (11-29), (11-33), and (11-44) are all equivalent. In
 
(11-44) the vector bsk is
 
sr
 
b = s (11-45)
sk = k ' 
and st is a term to account for the possibility of using rheo­
nomic constraints, or
 
s 
 (11-46)

st =t"
 
If we now gather into view all of the equations (11-32), (II­
43), (11-44), (11-45), and (11-46), we may write the matrix form:
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[ ] 1 + ([]T [PI) m] {u} = {Q') + [b] T W, (11-47) 
[b] {f4} + {t= {01. (11-48)
 
Equation (11-47) represents the n differential equations of motion
 
while (11-48) are the m algebraic equations of constraint. We say
 
that (11-48) are algebraic because the transformation (11-36) re­
lates n of the u elements to n of the 4 elements and therefore
 
[ ] is a square matrix that is, in general, nonsingular; which is
 
to say that
 
-
{4} = [] f {ul. (11-49) 
Now, if we premultiply (11-47) through by and substi­
tute (11-49) into (11-48), there results
 
-[m]{i} + ([I]T) - ' ([1 ]T _ [p]) [m]{uJ = ([a]T) ({Q!} + [b]T {D}), 
(11-50)
 
and
 
[b][]-'{u} + {t I {01. (11-51)
 
It is not altogether apparent at this point [due to the form
 
of the second term on the left of (11-50)], but we have trans­
formed the equations of motion from second order differential
 
equations to equations of first order; and since we previously
 
asserted that [m] is a nonsingular matrix that is also position
 
and time independent, it follows that we also have a solution for
 
the "highest" derivatives ({a) in terms of lower derivatives (the
 
{u}). This is a very worthwhile form, in anticipation of the re­
quirements imposed by numerical integration.
 
Let us examine (11-50) and (11-51) momentarily, before proceed­
ing. We have earlier talked about being able to write, in a "sim­
ple kinematical fashion," the relationship between particle veloci­
ties and generalized velocities and displacements. Equation (II­
51) is a particular instance where this is so; since if we define
 
-
[b*j] = [b][f] , (11-52) 
then we may rewrite (li-50) and (11-51) as
 
[in] { + ([ 5 ]T) ([ 0 ]T - [p]) [m]{u} = ([$]T)-'{Ql} + [b*]T{A} 
(11-53)
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and 
[b*]{u} + { t} = f0}. (11-54)
 
Equation (11-54) represents the "simple kinematical" expression 
of constraint, expressed in terms of the nonholonomic velocities
 
({u}). Also, in (11-53) the constraint fo'rces ([b*]T{x}) corre­
sponding to the nonholonomic coordinates involve the same coef­
ficients, namely [b*], that appear in the constraint expressions
 
(11-54). These comments begin to imply that eventually we shall
 
be able to derive the entire right side of .(II-53) from a virtual
 
power expression that is in terms of the nonholonomic velocities
 
{ul rather than the generalized velocities {4}-

To proceed with the development, it is necessary to derive 
the explicit form of the [m]," [] and [P] iiatrices. 
3. Kinetic Energy Expression for an Elastic Unsupported Body 
The system that we are analyzing is assumed to consist of
 
two unsupported, perfectly elastic bodies-with interacting forces.
 
The inertial forces associated with motion of the docking probe
 
assembly are neglected; that is, it is assumed to be massless.
 
To derive the kinetic energy expression for the typical unsupported
 
elastic body, let us fix an orthogonal body axis system to the
 
center of mass of that body (Fig. 11-2).
 
• z 
, , 
, 
.D efo rmed Profile . . 
r_c_ 
_ "Undeformed 
Inertia 
/ Frame 
Fig. II-2 Geometry of Unsupported Elastic Body 
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The position vector to a typical point on the body is written as
 
r = r + p + n, (11-55) 
where r is the position vector to the system's mass center,
c 
r = XI + YJ + zK, (11-56) 
where p is the position vector from the cm to the point in the 
undeformed body, 
- X + py + Pz, (11-57) 
and where n is the point's elastic deflection vector. The elastic 
deflection can be expressed as a superposition of M normal vibra­
tion modes corresponding to the unsupported boundary conditions, 
or,
 
M 
J=1
 
Now, in general, the system's body axis system is rotating
 
as well as translating and the velocity of the particle is written
 
r = rc + wx (p + IT) + E M Tj ki" (11-59) 
j=l
 
We assume that the elastic deflection is very small with re­
spect to the system's overall dimensions, or that
 
l- 1 << (11-60)
W X I x -1 

and neglect the small contribution to "tangential velocity" from
 
elastic deformation. The velocity expression then reads
 
H
 
r = r + w x p + *j ii (11-61) 
j=l 
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It can be shown that, as a consequence of this assumption, there
 
is no inertial coupling between the "rigid" coordinates and elas­
tic coordinates, which is a significant simplification. By form­
ing the scalar product r • r and substituting the result into
 
(11-27), we may write kinetic energy as the sum of six terms:
 
6 
T Ti, (11-62)
 
i=J­
where
 
T 1 re rc i PdV pdV (j2 + j2 + 2), (11-63) 
V V 
(ow=× )• (c x 0) pdV = [ (y p2) 
V V 
2 2
+ + + W2 (+2 2) -2 (wwpxpy 
+opxpz +co pp'\] pdV, (11-64) 
-2 f (11-66) 
T4V 

.v
 
T5=(V pd Cj, (11-67) 
i=1 ( V 
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and
 
2%= 	 x p) pdV£E( 

=w ( x p~~d). 	 (11-68) 
Certain standard integrals are recognized in equations (11-63)
 
thru (11-68). In (11-63) we have the total mass for one body,
 
m = 	 pdV, (11-69)5 
V
 
and in (11-64) we have
 
I.. (p2 + p) pdV, 	 (11-70) 
V 
y= (p2 + p2) pdV, 	 (11-71) 
V 
lI. (p2 + p2) pdV, 	 (11-72) 
V 
I = PxPy pdV, 	 (11-73)5 
V 
Ixz = pxpz pdV, (11-74) 
V 
and
 
I = 	 5yPz pdV, (11-75) 
V 
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which are elements of the inertia tensor. Also, we asserted that
 
we are using normal modes of vibration to represent the elastic
 
deflection, thus due to the mutual orthogonality of the elastic
 
modes the integral in (11-65) becomes
 
~ j p~ = 0 (i Ij)) 
V (11-76) 
1 (i = D) 
where we have implied a normalization so that the equivalent mass
 
in each elastic mode (coordinate) is unity. The integral in (11-66)
 
vanishes since 'pis a position vector originating at the mass cen­
ter of the body. The integrals in both (11-67) and (11-68) also
 
vanish due to mutual orthogonality between the elastic and rigid
 
body modes; which is due to the unsupported boundary conditions.
 
T
 
We may then express the kinetic energy as T - {u) [m]{u} or 
-T 
T X mX 
4m 
Z mZ 
03I -I -I 
x xx xy xz x (11-77) 
Wi 
$y 
-<FIxy I yy -I yz Ui y 
z xz yz zz- z 
It is clear that due to the lack of coupling in (1I-77), we could
 
substitute u, v, and w, for X, Y, and Z, respectively, since the
 
two sets of velocity components are related by an orthonormal ro­
tation transformation. We leave the "inertial" velocities (X, Y,
 
Z) intact for the time being because it will greatly simplify the
 
definition of the [0] transformation.
 
The velocity column vector in (11-77) is composed of general­
ized velocities except for o , wy, and wz, which are nonholonomic 
velocity components (they are essentially nonintegrable parameters).*
 
*Since all of the components are not generalized velocities,
 
we say that {ul is composed of nonholonomic velocities.
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Euler angles are generalized coordinates since they can be used
 
to define the orientation of the body axis triad with respect to
 
the inertial triad.
 
4. Derivation of the [g] Transformation and the Final Form of the
 
Motion Equations
 
The nonholonomic velocities (x,'y, WZ) are the only ones
 
appearing in the kinetic energy expression (11-77), therefore we 
concentrate on expressing them in terms of time derivatives of 
Euler angles. There are numerous sets of Euler angles that can 
be used as generalized coordinates. We choose a set that is widely 
used in aeronautical engineering. We have four sets of unit vec­
tor triads: the inertial system, the primed system, the double­
primed system, and the body axis system. We first rotate about 
the K axis through the angle to obtain the primed system; then 
rotate the primed system about the j' axis through the angle e to 
obtain the double primed system and finally rotate the double 
primed system about the i" axis through the angle 4 to obtain the 
body axis system. Each rotation transforms one system to the next 
by an elementary rotation transformation, which we write as 
LI= iinn jos[ 1] (11-78)
 
ose sin ' i[ 
j1 j (11-79) 
sin Cos 
IT"= cos, -sin'f (11-80)L sin cos J 
Now the angular velocity w has projections onto all of the above
 
unit vectors; and may be expressed as a linear combination of any
 
three projections that correspond to noncoplanar unit vectors.
 
We may-write
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or [using 	(11-79) and (11-80)]
 
r co -sin 
sine Cos sin4 cos4 
s cos 
 Lsin J (11-82) 
-sine sin cos e cos os a 
Also, we may express W as 
LWW , 83)(IT-

It follows that 
w i= = -* sine (11-84) 
W • j = to = 6 cos4 + sin cose, (11-85) 
•)k = = Pcosp cos8 - e sin@. (11-86) 
We may now write the matrix expression 
Wy = [7] 	[ (TI-87) 
where
 
[r] 	- -sine ] 
COO sin cose] (11-88)
. 

-sin cos4 cosa
 
We have thus expressed the nonholonomic velocities in terms of
 
generalized velocities, and now may write
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[[]fItj. (11-89)
 
where [I3] and are unity matrices of order 3 and M, respec­
tively. i
 
Let us now refer back to (11-53). The second term of that
 
equation has a factor:
 
We will simplify this since we now have an explicit expression for
 
[8]. We note that the only generalized displacements the elements
 
of [B] depend on are the Euler angles and it is clear then, that
 
[P] is of the form [from (11-41)]:
 
[PI I 
(11-90)
 
where IpJ is the only nonzero submatrix of [P]. Due to this ob­
servation it follows that
 
-_([O]T)-1 ([A]T [I L([]T) ­ (j jT P])t (11-91) 
To'define [], we refer to (11-41) and (11-88) and write 
[1, 0,0]j [r] = ;j I 
-sin
 
cost cosO -sink cosO 
= [0, -o sin + ; cos cose, -6 cosj
 
- sins cose], (11-92) 
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L-Cos' -sin4 sin6 -cos sin 1 
[- Cos, sin sine, - cos4 sinoj (11-93) 
and since [] is independent of , 
[0, 0, i [P] = [0, 0, 0]. (1-94) 
Combining (11-92), (11-93), and (11-94) we obtain
 
=P]1-S + l2I4,- Sj
 
I4c2 -4sIs2 CS(1-5 
where we have used a shorter notation in defining
 
S 1 
= sinl,
 
= sine,
 
(11-96)
 
S2 

C1 = cos,
 
= cosO,C2 

and also we define
 
S3 = sino 1
 
(11-97)
 
C3 = cosj
 
Making use of this shorter notation, and referring to (11-88), we
 
write
 
-$s' . - -c'. (11-98) 
-C2 CIc 2 - 6SiS2 -;S1 C2 - 6CIS 
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- Referring back to (11-32) we may write 
-si 1S4' ]s) 
-sino 6 o 
I sin cost 
SlS 21C C 1SIC (11992 1 2 
cis2/c 2 -s 1 C/C2j 
Combining (11-99), (II-98), and (11-95) we obtain 
(T)' (L.1 T - Fr1 = . ..H &1 - CIC2 I CI + Sic 2 
S1 2, 2 77 S/,1 G S + $S1 S2 I-;c, + p01 s2 
L S2icI - I ctIY I J 2 $c 2 - A5S 2 -$510 - UI,52 
= 0 6$- c1c2 1 cj+ ,sJc2 " 
0Gc2- 6s $-CI+SIC)+e(SiS2/C2-SS /C2) $(-Ci-Si)+6(S CIS2/C2-SlClS2/C) 
4t(-Css 2+ s 2 )4*S )1 
L-"2 6c1 sk(S )+8(SclCS2/C 2-Sl1Cs2/C2) (S1C1-S c1)(CfS2/c2-C2/2)j 
+4(-cGS 2 -s*s 2 ) +-(S 1C0s2-S1 C152) 
= 0[a-Cci ~~SC 
-$sIc 2 -6c 1 0-'~ 4oi*Sicz 
(II-100) 
Comparing the elements of (II-100) with those of (11-87) we see 
that 
([O]T)-' ([;]T -[p])=1 
I TI
I I j(11-101)
II 
I I ­
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where
 
[]T = -[9] = -0 W 0y) 
Wz 0 m (11-102)

.
 
-1y03z0 y-
Substituting (II-101) into (11-53), and with the definition of
 
[m] and ful given in (11-77) it follows that 
m = QX 
mY = Qy, (11-103) 
=ZQZ'
z-1 ... z, ..
 
I I -y.-1 Wx I -1 -1 
xx x x xx XYI xz x-I 
x- = [9] j-I I y - 11 Y 1+ ([]T) QO (11-104) 
-I z
 
zz

-lyz z 
and
 
=Q (1I-105) 
We recognize (11-103) to be the simple translational equations of
 
motion for a rigid body,
 
. d (mt) = f (11-106) 
and (11-104) to be Euler's equations of motion for rigid body ro­
tation,
 
H = M. (11-107) 
Equation (11-105) is a familiar form of the equations of motion
 
for elastic deformation, assuming that {Q } contains the equiva­
lent viscous damping, equivalent restoring forces, and other im­
pressed forces.
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It might seem that we have spent a great amount of unwarranted
 
effort in this derivation, to justtarrive at the well known rigid
 
body equations of motion [(11-106) and (11-107)] and the equations
 
of motion for elastic deformation (11-105). However, the intent
 
of this effort has not only been to show a correlation between
 
analytical mechanics and vectorial mechanics but also to show an
 
extension to the principle of,virtual work. The virtual power,
 
as we have defined it, enables us to easily express the right
 
sides of (11-106), (11-107), and (11-105);
 
To illustrate the use of virtual power, consider the unsupported"
 
elastic body to have a single impressed force f acting at the point
 
pf of the body, as in Fig. 11-3.
 
I 
K 
X 
Fig. 11-3 Illustration of Application of Virtual Power Concept
 
We write the virtual velocity vf for the point of force applica­
tion as
 
M 
vf vc ++ XPf+f) +) (TI-l08) 
j-=l
 
Let us express the impressed force f in terms of its body sys­
tem components,
 
+
f= fx fj+ fkz. (11-109)
 
Now the virtual power of the impressed force f is
 
='f - v. (II-110)
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We note that the velocity v may be expressed in terms of com­e 
ponents referred to either the body axis system or the inertial
 
system. That is, we may write
 
ve = il + YJ + iK, (II-111) 
also
 
v = ui + vj + wk. (11-112)
 
The two sets of components are related by a rotation transforma­
tion that is composed of direction cosines, or
 
u =yilj + Y12i +Y 13 ,
 
v = Y 2 1 + + Y23 2 i (11-113) 
w = Y31X + Y32Y + y33Z, 
or in a shorter notation, 
{u, v,wl = [y] {X, Yi , (11-114)
 
Now, in matrix form, we may write vf as 
vf= [i, j, k] u + 0 % f ) x 
v -(+ . 0 (i * + [hi I 
(;+;\fKIT-I-"-\\--ro-­
w j -pnf .i 0 
L. JJ ' 
(11-115) 
and also
 
f = [i, j, k] fk (11-116)
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where [h] is a (3 x M) matrix of x, y, and zmodal amplitudes at
 
the point where t Is applied. Now the virtual power is
 
- * I ISVff u 1 
_ 1 0 fx 
v 0 1i 10 f 
w 0 iz 
X4­
"z of f 1rFf- f)' ( f.- ­
-' ~I 
'~ -( +h).*T,(4-F). fI,0 
{ 'I
I{* h( fhz } (11-117)
 
An alternative expression for the virtual power is
 
, T 
= u ,T Fx
U 
 Fx 
v F** 
y 
w F 
z
 
W M 
* x
 
z
z 
The virtual velocities are arbitrary and we compare (11-117) with
 
(11-118) and conclude that
 
F = f, (11-119) 
=P f7 + TIf (11-120) 
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and 
{ [hIT f{f' f{. (11-121) 
We see that the forces (torques) acting on the "coordinates" 
of our example can be expressed in the form 
(F, M, Q1 = [b] T {fl', (11-122) 
and a virtual power expression (in terms of impressed forces and 
virtual velocities at the application points) provides a very con­
venient method for the explicit expression of the [b]T matrix, and 
thus the elements of (F, M, QI.
 
Now, the left of (11-103) can be rewritten as
 
y] m - [T 
since (as can easily be shown)
 
[y] = [Q][y], (11-124) 
and it follows that the equations of motion for the two docking
 
vehicles (the target and 6hase vehicles) are written as
 
{~e} = [m -I T {[C]Fcs + [m4 {UT} + [bX2]T ( 11-125) 
{ = [b} f~3Fcs} + [bX31T {A'- {24w % }, (11-126)-{& 

{uc = [ 2] ,(11-127)}+
Fcs} +FKI?1i]{mcjl 
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and
 
PC =[b~l{FS}+ bx~u - 2~ C} Pn~C (11-128) 
where
 
(11-129)
{uT uT , 
VT 
WT 
XT
 
WyT
 
[m4= m (11-130) 
m 
m 
I -I -I 
xx xy xz
 
-I I -I
 
xy yy yz
 
-2: -I I
 
xz yz zzT
 
The subscripts "T" and "C" refer to target and chase, respectively.
 
The control system forces and torques are included in the IFcs}
 
vector, while all of the contact constraint forces are in the WA)
 
vector. The [bIT matrices that appear in (11-125) through (11-128)
 
are force transformations that are derived based on virtual power
 
expressions in subsequent sections.
 
The equations (11-125) thru (II-128)..could be used to numeri­
cally evaluate the elements of {u} and {E} if the IFcS} and [X}
 
elements were known as functions of time; and the results could be
 
put into a numerical integration algorithm. However, IFcsI and
 
W) are dependent on the system's motion and we need some addi­
tional or auxiliary equations in order to "close the loop." Let
 
us first discuss the state vector associated with the docking
 
analysis.
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B. DEFINITION OF THE STATE VECTOR
 
The equations of motion and the auxiliary differential equa­
tions that characterize the docking maneuver are a set of simul­
taneous first order differential equations having the general form:
 
;i = fi (Yn, Y2, yo, t) (I-131) 
i=li,2, ...,n.
 
We consider a state vector (a vector of the characteristic
 
parameters) {y}, whose elements are initially given. The function­
al relationship between the elements of fy, {y} and t are the
 
equations of motion, constraint and auxiliary equations that de­
scribe the behavior of the dynamic system. By numerically eval­
uating the elements of {y} we have inputs into an integration al­
gorithm (or conceivably, an analog integrating device) that serves
 
to increment the yi corresponding to an increment in time. Thus,
 
we have a means of continuing the process, in a step-by-step fash­
ion, resulting in time histories of the Yi' the y., and possibly
 
other auxiliary parameters.
 
Let us define the elements of fy} and indicate the functional
 
relationship between the yi, the yi, and t.
 
The state vector, which contains the characteristic parameters
 
for the docking analysis is as follows:
 
{XT}
 
{yyc }u~ 
{u } 
{p} 
N T 
T}
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8)= (UT} (11-133) 
{C
} 
{zT
where {U4" 7 T -} (11-134)u1 
VT
 
WT
 
WxT
 
WyT
 
(11-135){X4) yiE] 
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YT} = YIIT (II-135a) 
Y12T
 
Y13T
 
Y21TI
 
Y22T
 
Y23T
 
and where UT' VT, and wT are translational velocity components of
 
the target vehicle's center of mass, referred to the target body
 
axis system; ox toYT' and wzT are components of angular velocity
 
of the target vehicle's body axis system, and referred to that
 
system; T, YT' and ZT are components of the vector positioning
 
the target vehicle's c.m. from the origin of the inertial frame,
 
and referred to the inertial frame. Also, yijT are six direction
 
cosines which orient the target vehicle body x and y axes with
 
respect to the inertial frame. We note that the remaining three
 
direction cosines are not parameters of the state vector since
 
they are determined from the first six.
 
Also, the vectors {u , {Xc}, and {y0} have corresponding defi­
nitions with {UT}, {), and IYT}. 
The vector {p} contains six parameters that characterize the
 
"state of deformation" of the docking probe assembly:
 
,PX (11-136)
{p} = 
a
 
z 
YI
 
Y2
 
Y3
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where p is a coordinate defining extension of the inner cylinder
 
(see Fig. 11-5), a and a represent angular deflections of the
y ~z­
probe barrel about the j and k axes respectively; they reflect
 
deformation of the beam-strut assemblies. The coordinates yi
 
(i = 1, 2, 3) are the angles subtended by the-line segments ab
 
(see Fig. IT-5) on the ith pitch arm and the ip axis.
 
C 

(characterizing elastic deflecton) for the target-and chase ve­
hicles, respectively; .TCand EC are corresponding normal ve­
locities. - j
 
The vectors {T} and .{contain normal elastic coordinates
 
Finally, the vector 46CS contains the attitude control system
 
parameters. (See Appendix A for a detailed definition of 6CS
 
{u' are given
 
as (11-125) thru (11-128). The elements of {XI and F0 s are
 
needed before a numerical evaluation is possible. Section II.E
 
presents a detailed discussion related to the evaluation of {M}
 
as well as {p}. The evaluation of {Fcs} is shown in Appendix A.
 
The equations that express { ,Tjs {TI and {jwC 
The inertial velocities {X and {X}are obtained by
 
S u (11-137)
 
and
 
while {yT} and {{J have their elements taken from
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(11-139)[PT] = PT][IYT]1 
and
 
IIP[rcj. C] (11-140)J 

C. GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
 
To be able to derive detailed expressions of kinematics (vir­
tual velocities and constraint conditions), it is necessary to
 
first establish applicable geometric relationships, so that the
 
position of any point within the system (the docking mathematical
 
model) can be expressed in terms of elements of the state vector.
 
We define a series of elemental points in Table I-1, with
 
reference to Fig. 11-4 and 11-5.
 
We also have a need for a series of orthogonal unit vector
 
bases in the subsequent devel6pment, and Table 11-2 enumerates
 
eight such systems.
 
The elemental points involved in the docking analysis are
 
listed in Table II-i.
 
Table II-i Elemental Points
 
Point Description 
T Target vehicle center of mass
 
D Apex of drogue (cone) 
C Chase vehicle center of mass 
P Fixed point on probe body
 
B Probe inner cylinder point (Fig. 11-5) 
S "Swivel" point (probe head)
 
a Probe mechanism point (Fig. 11-5) 
b Probe mechanism point (Fig. 11-5) 
d Probe mechanism point (Fig- 11-5) 
Probe mechanism point (Fig. 11-5)
 
11-5)
fj Probe mechanism point (Fig. 
p. Probe mechanism point (Fig. 11-5) 
a Probe head potential contact point (on probe head) 
H Probe head potential contact point (on drogue surface)
 
q Pitch arm potential Contect point (on pitch arm) 
R Pitch arm potential contact point (on drogue lip) 
Note: The subscrit i hbas the raOcc! i = 1-V­
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The orthogonal unit vector bases that are used in the analysis
 
are listed in Table 11-2.
 
Table 11-2 Orthogonal Vector Bases
 
Set Set 
Name Components Description 
I J K Inertial frame 
{eT1 IT TT kFT Target-body axis system 
3{e kC Chase-body axis system 
{eA{ eE er e Locate typical pitch arm w.r.t. probe body 
er e Locate probe head contact triad 
jeR £ m n Locate typical pitch arm contact triad 
{ ip 3? k. Locate probe body w.r.t. chase system 
{D TJD 3 Locate drogue w.r.t. target system 
1. Rotation Transformations
 
To be able to relate the geometrical properties and locate
 
the elemental points of Table II-i and orient the unit vector
 
bases of Table 11-2 in terms of the state variables, it is nec­
essary to express certain rotation transformations. We will orient
 
one triad with respect to another as follows:
 
We may write, for example,
 
eT} = [TRTT] e' (11-141) 
I nertial System 
Target System from
 
Rotation
 
Transformation
 
C 
ye z k 
_ 
3C 
a . B 
Chase Vehicle l 
Jo/o 
Probe Assembly Iea 
I / 
// 
iT Target Vehicle f 
nertial Frame 
kT 
z-
T 
P B-P 
wI-0 
Fig. II-4 Dockng Maneuver Elements Fig. 11-5 Probe Mechanism Geometry 
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Target from Inertial 
[TRTI] [IT Yl2T Y13T1 (11-142) 
Y2lT Y22T Y23T 
-Y3T Y32T Y33T J 
where yijT (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3) are elements of the state 
vector and 
Y31T = 
Y12T Y23T 
-
Y13T Y22T
 
732T = Y13T Y21T - 711T Y23T (11-143) 
Y33T = YIlT 722T 
- Y12T Y21T
 
Chase from Inertial
 
The same as target from inertial replacing "T" subscript with
 
I[C ."
 
"P" System from the "C" System
 
ePI= [TRPC] {CI" (11-144)
 
This rotation transformation is formulated from the following
 
considerations.
 
The "P" axis system is misaligned from the "C" axis system
 
due to deformation of the probe attachment structure and elastic
 
rotation in the vibration modes of the chase vehicle at point P.
 
We define three Euler angles to represent this misalignment,
[Z1[]{C41
a[2]+ (11-145) 
where lap] is a matrix of modal rotation amplitudes at point P.
 
The angles p, p, and p are assumed to be small so that
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sin (6) - 6, cos (8) " 1, etc,
 
and
 
sin2e " 0, sin 8 sin = 0, etc, 
then 
[TRPC) 1; IP -0j (11-146) 
"D" System from the "T" System 
f{eDI = [TRDT] f{e }. (11-147) 
This rotation transformation is formed from considerations 
similar to those for [TRPC], except only elastic rotations in the 
vibration modes contribute to misalignment between the "D" and "T" 
triads. We then define
 
=FoD1 (11-148){%}T
['DI 
and small angle assumptions lead to our definition:
 
[TRT= :j -].D (11-149)
 
- D 
 D
 
0 D 
- Dj
 
"A" System from the "P" System 
{eA} = [TRAP] I{ep} (11-150) 
This rotation transformation is formulated as follows. The 
typical {eA} triad is oriented with respect to the 4e p4 triad by 
two successive rotations; consider an intermediate {eA,} triad.
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e tProbe 
Head
 
Fig. 1II-6 Pitch Arm, Attachment-Structure Orientation 
We may write, with reference to Fig. I-5, 11-6, and I-7 
[e~ [wJ
-sino cosj 
and 
7 siny cosyj e~tJ 
A verbal description of the two successive rotations is given inthe following discussion. 
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0 0 
0G)® ip 
@C
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j [ss ny c sy j[ eg. 
at,
 
Fig. II-7 Pitch Arm Triads
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The {eA,} is obtained by a right-handed rotation about p 
through the angle a, the {eA is then expressed as a right-handed 
rotation about e., through the angle y. We note that a and y are 
typical values; there is a a and a y for each of the three pitch 
arm assemblies.
 
We may write from (11-151) and (11-152) that
 
[Cosyx 
Cosa sina j(11-153) 
-simsI coycosa cosyJ 
"H" System from the "D" System 
[TRAP] I sina siny I-Cosa sin] 
The rotation transformation [TRHD] is formed as shown in Fig.

11-8.
 
e 
r 
S 
a a 
_T ~H
 
ee
 
DD eaD 
a 
_ 7 View Looking.in the 
e e Direction 
. 1 at
 
Fig. 11-8 Setup for Probe Head Contact Triad 
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We express the {H} in terms of the {ev} by two successive ro­
tations; a right-handed rotation about i through the angle 4H'
 
D H
 
then a right-handed rotation about e' through'the angle aD. We
 
write the following with reference to'Fig. 11-8,:­
[e, cos[1H sin] LD] (11-154)
 
Cosa sina cD
 
ee°S D l snD ' 
-e 
By combining (11-154) and-(11-155) we obtain
 
{eH JTRHDJ. { e } (11-156)
 
and
 
LTHD Csa cos4' SinatI1fl 4 ) sinczD
 
] -sin I cos 11 cosaD jsin4H cosaD (11-157)
 
-sinsH cosFH
 
We note that D -is the cone half angle and H is determined by
 
DS •k
 
- -= arctan k . (11-158) 
DS • jD"

~*D
 
The vector DS is expressed in terms of variables of the state
 
vector and other constants in later material.
 
"R" System from the "D" System - -
The last basic rotation transformation [TRRD] is obtained in
 
the following way. Consider a typical pitch arm designated in
 
Fig. 11-9 by the line segment ab.
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Q 
e 
r 
b 
n 
rt1.=z "R" Triad 
m 
D . t"D" Triad 
Fig. 11-9 Setup for Pitch Arm Contact Triad 
With reference to (11-153) and Fig. 11-5, we may write 
ab 
a7bI e=, (11-159) 
or 
T= [-cosy, -sino siny, cosa siny] {ep} 
= [tLPj (11-160) 
Tin the P system 
Components of 
Unit vector 
--
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Also we relate {ep} to { D} by 
{eA [TRPD] {e} (11-161) 
-where
 
[TRPD] = [TRPC][TRCI][TRTI]T [TRDT]T (11-162) 
We have from (11-160) and (11-161) 
9£= IUCLPJ [TRPD] {eD (11-163) 
= [UCTD]{et} (11-164) 
We need the components of the m and n vectors referred to the
 
"D" system. We show in a later discussion that the vector QR is
 
normal to £. We may express m as follows:
 
_
 
m =- . (11-165)
 
The positions of points Q and R are expressed in 'terms bf state
 
variable in later material; the vector QR will be expressed,as
 
_QR =[QRD] {eD}. (11-166) 
in the D system 
to R 
- Vector from Q 
and we will express m as, 
m= [UCMD] {D (11-167) 
where 
[UCMD] = (LQRD]{QED}) 2 LQRD]. (11-168). 
The vector n completes the right-handed "R" triad, and it fol­
lows that 
n = T x m, (11-169) 
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or
 
n = [UCMD] [SKEWLD] {eDI (11-170) 
= LUCNDJ {e} (11-171) 
where
 
ESKEWID0 = I (11-172)CD 
"Finally the transformation [TRRD] is assembled as
 
[TRRD] = [! j (11-173)
 
[UCMD I 
[fOCND]1
 
We note that there are three pitch arms. Thus, this discus­
sion, directed at the typical pitch arm, is applicable to all
 
three; but there are three sets of triads, three transformations,
 
and three sets of Q,R points.
 
2. Location of Elemental Points
 
It is necessary to express the pbsition of each of the points
 
of Table II-1 in terms of the state variables and geometric con­
stants. The basic position vectors will be expressed here. For
 
example, each point could be located from the origin of the iner­
tial frame, but it is more convenient to express positions in a
 
continuous chain-like manner. The basic expressions may be com­
bined to express any general position as required.
 
We proceed systematically in the order that the points appear
 
in Table II-1, referring to Fig. 11-4 and 11-5.
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Point T 
(TT = T y%YT' Z4 ijeI =[OTT] eA. (11-174) 
(state variables) 
Point D 
TD = ITDTJ le T (11-175) 
where 
{TBTI = {TDT}0 + [heD] l i (11-176) 
and {TDT}0 is the "undeformed" position vector from T to D. 
Point C 
C [ Cx C' zcj = tOCii je (11-177) 
(state variables) 
Point P 
CP= [CPC] (11-178) 
where 
I jCPcl {croj + [hp] I1 (11-179) 
and tCPC}O is the "undeformed" position vector from C to P. 
Point B 
PB = I + x, 0, 0] = [PBP] eP( (I-180) 
Point S 
PS = [I +8 + P O,o e = [PSP] (-181) 
Point a. 
Pa = PB + Ba 
Ba= aa e,,, then 
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- I 	 e.1f-

Pa = + px, -aa sino, aa cosa] Je = [PAP] Je 1 	 (11-182) 
Point b.
 
Pb = Pa - b eC
 
+ 	Pi - CY,.s -(a a+ P'b sinfy) sino, (a a+ Zb siny) CosjCF 
(11-183) 
Point d.
 
Pd =Pa- d e ad e
 
= z+Px-ZdcosY-adsiny, -(a a+kzdsiny-adCOSY) sina,
 
e (11-184)
1(aa+kdsiny adcosy) CosaJ 

Point e.

-3 
Pe = Pa - X e - a e 
e ec
 
[zp 1+px-t cosy-a siny, - (aa kesiny-a a sy) sina, 
(aa+Xzsiny-a cosy)Cosaj] 1-154 
Point f. 
Pf = £f if + a. e , = -af sino, af cosaj e ( (11-186) 
PP = t i. t a , , -ap sina, a cosa] 4 (11-187)
 
Point G and Point H
 
Refer to Fig. 11-8. To locate points G and H, we have an ex­
tremum problem: to find the shortest distance between the point
 
S and the surface of a cone.
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We locate point S from point D in the "D" system by writing. 
0s = OC + CP + s,) l (11-188) 
S OT + TD + J 
On combining (11-188) we have 
DS = OC + CP + PS -OT - TD (11-189) 
= [DSDJ leD (11-190) 
where 
{DSDI = [TRDT]{DST}, (11-191) 
and 
{DST} = [TRTI]({OCI} - {OTI}) 
+ [TRTC]({CPC1 ± {PSCl) - {TDTI (11-192) 
and where
 
{PSC} = [TRPC]T {PSI}, (11-193) 
and 
[TRTC] = [TRTI][TRCI] T . (11-194) 
Now, since the point H is confined to lie on the surface of
 
the cone we may write (see Fig. 11-8)
 
EH =R er= Rcosz D iD + R cos%H sinaD TD + R sinc Hsina D.D (11-195)
 
For brevity, in the immediately following material, let us
 
write­
DS=Sx D+ S i+ S% z(11C-196)
 
The scalar function we wish to minimize is: 
f(R, ) = I. (11-197) 
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We write 
f2 = S SH , (II-198) 
3R~- (cosc% - S.) cosD + (RCSHsnD 
+ (R sin H sin D - Sz) sin H 
@f 
By setting R = 0, we see that 
- Y) 
sinaD. 
HO%Si~D 
(11-199) 
or 
To express 
2f i-
H 
R = DS • er, 
R = [1, 0, 0][TRHD]{DSD}. 
we write 
[R COS sin 0 - - H i ) 
(11-200) 
(11-201) 
+ (R s'n4,H snaD - Sz) (R Cos4,H sinaD (11-202) 
By setting = 0, we see that 
HS 
sz 
H = arctan r ardtan DSD(3 ) (11-203) 
We may now summarize and write 
DH = R er = [R, 0, 0][TRHD] e = [DHD] {e0}, (11-204) 
and 
DG = DS + c ea = ([DSD] + [0, c, 0][TRHD]) {eD) = [DGD] (11-205) 
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Point Q and Point R 
Refer to Fig. 11-9. In order to locate points Q and R, which 
are potential contact points on the pitch arm and drogue lip, re­
spectively, we again have an extremum problem with constraints. 
The coordinates of points Q and R in the "D" axis system are the 
unknowns of this problem; point Q is constrained to be bn the line 
ab, (two constraints), and point R is constrained to be on the 
circle (two constraints). In view of the four constraints we note 
that there are two free variables to locate points Q and R. 
Let us express the vector Da two ways for convenience here: 
Is= axeD+ a D + a kD (11-206) 
and 
Da = [Dl] e (11-207) 
where 
{DADI = [TRDT]{DATI, (11-208) 
and 
{DAT} = [TRTI]({OCI - {OTII) + [TRTC]({CPC} + {PAC}) - {TDTI, (11-209) 
and 
{PAC} = [TRPc] T{PAP}. (11-210) 
We now express the following 
DQ. = Da + XZ (11-211) 
D=(a~ + XQk +4 (ay + XAy) _J + (a, + XY;, kD (122 
The scalar X here represents the distance from point a to point 
Q along the line ab and £ , £ , k are projections of the unitS y _ 
vector £ along the iD, JD' and k axes, respectively, or
 
Zx = UCLD(I)
 
k = UCLD(2) (11-213)
 y
 
9..= UCLD(3
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We may also express the vector DR as: 
tnr + r cosIR TD + r sin R % (11-214) 
-tana_R__ D 
where r is the radius of the circle and a is the cone half angle. 
The scalar function we wish to minimize is: 
-f (X, ) = I- 1 (11-215) 
We find, after using (11-212), (11-214), and (11-215), that
 
f f [(r cos R - a - Ay)(-r sin R)+ (r sinR - az - Xz) (r coslR)j 
(11-216)
 
and
 
f 

- ax 
­ + (r 
- a y AZ) -) 
+ (r sintR - a z - XAz)(-9z) (11-217) 
On setting = 0, we see that 
a + 1 8 
tanR =a Z (11-218) 
y y 
Lip
~Drogu 
~b 
Fig. 1I-i0 Geometry Pertinent to Location
 
of Q, R Points
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By referring to Fig. II-10 we have the interpretation of (II­
218). The angle R is set by the rotation of a "vertical" plane
 
normal to the jD - kD plane such that it contains points D and
 
Q. From the definition of DR [see (11-214)], this plane also con­
tains point R.
 
By setting = 0, it is clear that 
X=D D)r- - ax P\
 
=n ~( 1 Lx + (r cos"R ay ZYJ
 
+ (r sinR - a) £ (11-219) 
Equation (11-219) essentially states that 
QR -£ = 0. (11-220) 
We may eliminate A in favor of 4R by combining (11-218) and 
(TI -219). The result is 
F (R) = AR sinR + BR c5s)R + CR sin R cs R 
+ DR sin 2R + ER cos 2R = 0 (11-221)
 
where: 
AR=a+ r , (a £ + a Z + az9z), (11-222)y x y tana y x x y y Z 
BRr BK =-z an + z (a x + ay y + az), (11-223)- £xz t ot 

GR=r (2 P2), (11-224) 
R y zDR = r k y Pz (11-225)
 
ER = -r ty kz (11-226)
 
Equation (11-221) is a transcendental function of R" It can
 
be shown that there are at least two roots that satisfy (11-221)
 
and also satisfy
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0 < R < 27r. (11-227) 
We note that 
F + 2n ) = F ( R) (11-228) 
where n is an integer.
 
The root of (11-221) corresponding to a minimum value for
 
f (x.+R) we call ( )
 
By using (+RI in (I-219) we establish the desired value 
for A.\ Tmin 
We may now summarize and write 
DQ= [DQD] {el} (11-229) 
where 
[DQD] = LDADJ + A[UCLD], (11-230) 
and
 
BR =[DRDJ {e } (11-231) 
where
 
[DRD] = r[ctna, cosR' sin R]. (11-232)
 
Also we write 
WER=lD{e4. (11-233)[ 
where 
[QRDJ = LDRD] - [DQD]. (11-234) 
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D. KINEMATIC CONSIDERATIONS'
 
It will be necessary to express certain velocity components
 
in terms of state variables in order to express the kinematic con­
straints and to generate the force transformations that occur in
 
the equations of motion. These velocity components are summarized
 
in Table 11-3.
 
Table 11-3 Summary of Velocity Components
 
Velocity
 
Component Description
 
VI 	 Velocity point B relative to point P projected on ip
 
V2 	 Angular velocity of probe body relative to chase
 
about C
 
V3 	 Angular velocity,of probe body relative to chase
 
about kC
 
v 3+j 	 Typical velocity of point d relative to point f pro­jected on fd
 
v 6+j 	 Typical velocity of point p relative to point e pro­
jected on pe
 
vi0 	 Velocity of point H relative to point S projected on
 
e 
V10+j 	 Typical velocity of point R relative to point Q pro­
jected on m
 
V14 	 Velocity of point S relative to point D projected on
 
i
T
 
V15 	 Velocity of point S relative to point D projected on
 
JT
 
V16 	 Velocity of point S relative to point U projected on
 
kT
 
Note: The 	subscript j has the range: j = 1,2,3.
 
We proceed to express the velocity components in the order
 
they appear in Table 11-3.
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Component v,
 
Refer to Fig. 11-5. The coordinate px is a relative position­
ing coordinate and as such we write
 
v= -P (I-235)
 
Components v2 and v3
 
In an earlier discussion we have said that there will be six
 
parameters of the state vector that characterize the state of de­
formation of the probe mechanism. These parameters are:
 
1) Px (see Fig. 11-5) - A coordinate defining extension
 
of the inner cylinder;
 
2) ay - Angular deformation of the probe body about J
 
axis relative to the tunnel of the chase vehicle; re­
flects the deformation of the beam-strut assemblies;
 
3) az - Angular deformation analogous to ay, rotation
 
about
 
4,5, and 6) yj - The angle subtended by the line segment 
ab, on the jth pitch arm, and the Ip axis (see Fig.
 
11-5).
 
From the definition of ay and a , we may write
 
V 2 = a (11-236)Y
 
v3= aZ (11-237)
 
Components v3+j Q - 1, 2, 3)
 
The velocity components v3+j represent the velocities across
 
the shock attenuators. We may express this component as:
 
3 =+.(vd. --- -(11-238)23 ffdilfd.
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We may also write (referring to Fig. 11-5) that
 
dj+ ( d ) r(11-239)
xP
v +vd
an 

and 
v =vF +W xPf. + (ti)r* (11-240) 
On combining (11-238), (II-239), and (11-240) we have
 
+ 
-
V3+j Il i IT) [(tij)r j fiI 
fd.
 
=• ---- - (11-241)
 
since
 
X _)f d (. (11-242) 
fd.
 
Let us express the unit vector -- a-as:
 
fdd.
 
+  j,~ i (11-243)u~
I1- I nAj uAjxi F Ajy + uAjzU 

For brevity, let us drop the subscript j; keeping in mind that
 
we are working with the typical, or jth, pitch arm assembly, and
 
we write the following:
 
fd = Pd - Pf (ZI- Af + Px- d cos d p 
+ (af - a a - d siny + ad cos) sina Ip
 
+ (-af + aa + 9d siny - ad cosy) coso kp, (11-244) 
-- 
C. A.,,-F >I b2, 
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(P) = [ + ( iny -a d cosy 
+ cosy - ad sinly sino y p
 
+ ( d Cosy + ad siny) cosa y k. (11-245) 
Combining (11-241), (11-243), and (11-245) we have 
v 3+j ujx px + [(d siny. - ad cosy) UAjx 
+ (d cosy + ad sinyj)(UAjz Cosa iia' -JTe 
(11-246)
 
where:
 
uAjx (fl R)247) ("fa.) 

UAjy = (%. - (1I=248) 
UAjz - - (I249) 
Components v+ Q(j 1, 2, 3) 
The velocity components v6+j represent the velocities across 
the tension links. The expression- for v6+j is gimilar to that for
 
f3+ j , and we therefore summarize:
 
kI
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where: 
pe = Pe - Pp= ( - p + P - £e cosy - ae siny) ip 
+ (a - a m - £e siny + ae cosy) singp 
+ (-ap + aa + Pe siny - ae cosy) cosa , 	 (11-251) 
-. (P)r= [ x + (ke siny ­ ae cosy) I p 
+ (- e osy - ae siny) sing y jP 
+ (ze cosy + a. siny) cosa ' 	 (11-252) 
v6 +j = ->,j x - [(ke sinyj - a e casyj) tlTjx 
+ 	 e cosy1 + ae siny j) (UTjZzCosa - UTjy sind)] y., 
(11-253) 
and where 
pe. i 
U Tjx (F (11-254) 
pe. jp 
u pe j (11-255) 
u pej k P 	 (11-256)
 
Component v1 0
 
This velocity component is the projection of the velocity of
 
point H relative to point S onto the e. axis. We may express it
 
as
 
- S ea--	 (11-257) 
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also
 
VH = VD + wD x DH, (11-258)
 
VD = VT + wT x TD + (TD)r' (11-259)
 
= 
W D LiT + WD/T' (11-260)
 
(TD)r = [eTJ [hD] IT} (11-261), 
(11-262)
Th/T = VeTJ [%J I}' 
where [hD] and [aD] are modal displacement and rotation amplitudes 
at point D. Combining (11-258) thru (11-262) gives 
V-.=VT + WT x TH + wD/T x DH + (TD) r (11-263) 
or 
v =r.T]j + [rnISQ]pW Tj + [LEISQ] [oD] {c4J + [hD {IT (T1-264)[TI
where 
[THTSQ] 0I T- T 
-TH kO 0 I (11-265)T T 
and
 
=DTS] FT-j0 

-DH kT DH (11-266)
0 • T 
DH j" -DH. T0 
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or 
In a similar manner we express vS as; 
v -- vP + P x PS + (PS)r' 
vp = vC + WC x CP + (CP)r, 
p =C + WP/c' 
(-S-r f 0' oJ.]~} 
(CP)r LGJI[hPI {'C}' 
WPC= Le.[oP Th} + ay TP + ak P 
Combining (11-267) thru (11-272) gives 
vs = v + WC X CS + WP/C x PS-+ (Cp)r + (PS)r 
V= rel [[ u) + [CSCSQ] Hx+ [PSCSQ] [oaj {tj 
(11-267) 
(11-268) 
(11-269) 
(11-270) 
(11-271) 
(11-272) 
(11-273) 
+ [hr] { +}[TRCP][PSPPSQ] (11-274) 
where 
[CSCSQ] = 0 
-CS k 
LS • C 
CS 
o 
-cs i c 
-. 
s .i 
0 
]CS 
j 
- (11-275) 
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[PSCSQ] 0 Ps* c[PS 
-PS k C 0 PS i} (11-276) 
oPPS][ 0Th* (11-277) 
Combining (11-156), (11-257), (11-264), and (11-274) results
 
in 
= LO, 1, 0] [TRHT] FT + [TRHT][THTSQ] .2T 
+ [TRIT]([DITSQ] ] +T [ T{ ]-­ 80)
 
- [TRHC][CSCSQ][wrCj [TRIIC](Nt] + [PSCSQ] [oi){ c 
- [RP[SPQ .(11-278) 
where 
[TRHT] = [TRHD][TRDT] (11-279) 
ad[TRHC] = [TRIT[TRTC] (11-280) 
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Component V (j = 1, 2, 3) 
The velocity components v1 0+j represent the projections of the
 
velocities of points R relative to points Q on the m axes. We
 
concern ourselves with the typical component, drop the subscript j
 
when possible to retain clarity, and write:
 
v10=j vR v Q)m, (11-281) 
and
 
vR vD + D x DR (11-282) 
vD = vT + WT x TD + (TD)r (11-283)
 
=0 T +cpD/T, (11-284)D 

then
 
VR vT +0 T x TR + wD/T x DR + (TD)r (11-285)
 
or 
yR = VTJ [1.Tj+ [TRTSQ]-w J + [DRTSQ] D] Q4T} + vaD{IT} (11-286)
 
where 
[TRTSQ] TR kT -TR j
 
-TR"k 0 TRi T (11-287)

-TR j T 0 R • 
-T *"-DRT 
and
 
[DRTSQ] =0 DR T -DR JT 
-DR• kT 0 DR. iT (11-288) 
[; jT T-DR • 0
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We also write 
v 
Vp 
or 
VQ 
or 
[J[I] C 
= VP + (Q)r' 
= v + W x CP + (CP) 
p C + WP/C ' 
vC + WC x CQ + rp/C x PQ 
+ (CP)r + (PQ)r 
QS]m] + [hr] j c4+ [PQCSQ] 
(11-289) 
(11-290) 
(11-291) 
(II-292) 
NI]~c 
+ [TRCP][PQPPSQ] px + [TRCP]{CGAM} (11-293) 
where 
[CQCSQ] 0 
- Q • c 
CQ* 
0Q 
i -EQ 3­
i1', (11-294) 
LPQCSQ]0 PQ 
- PQ k 0Pa -
kC-
I (11-295) 
:-&jQ ='Ca- e~ (11-296) 
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PQ =I ZJLI +::AI:1cosin Lel {PQP}, (11-297) 
(a +X sio /
)Cosa
 
GQ P+ PQ = beCJ ({CPC} + {PQC}) = eCJ{CQC} (11-298) 
where 
{PQC} = [TRCP]{PQP}, (11-299) 
and since 
%-P/C = [ {&C}+ 	 (I-300)upJ[°] &yTP + az 

and
 
( r =) ej x + X sin (11-301) 
-Acosy sina4 
A cosy Cosa yJ 
it follows that 
[PQPPSQ] = 1 PQ kp, -PQ p (11-302) 
100 	 p.t
 
and
 
CGAM = 	 X siny (11-303) 
-A cosy sine 
XL eosy Cosa
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Combining (11-281), (11-286), and (11-293) results in
 
v 10
j 
 [ , 1 
0I[[mRT{ 

'T 
[TRRT 
TRTSQ][t 

OxT
1
 
+ [TRRT]([hDl + [DRTsQ][ocyl1) {ET} TRC­
vCv 
- + C 
- [TRRC][CQCSQ][WC] 
- [TRRC] (Ihr] + [PQCSQ][UP]){Ic 
[TRRP][PPS]P - [TRRP]{CGMI y(11-304) 
where 
[TRRC] = [TRRT][TRTC], (11-305) 
and 
[TRRP] = [TRRC][TRCP]. (11-306) 
Components v1 4 , v15, vig 
_ These velocity coponentsare the projections of the vector 
- vS - vD onto the i, T'j, and kT axes, respectively. We may express, 
v S - vD [by referring to (11-259) and (11-273)] as follows: 
vS -v =-v - TD- (TD)r +v +W x CS D T x +r VC (C 
×
P/ 
S + (C ) r + PS r 
. (11-307)
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With reference to (11-264) and (11-274) we may write
 
F --v)*IT'[V141. V-~v - vT[TDTSQ] .wiT1y- D*315 [hDJ {%} 
V1 vS - V­
-k 
uT zT
 
[TRTC]UC + [TRTG][CSGSQ][OC]+ [TRTP][PSPPSQ]
 
"c LwzCI L . 
+ [TRIG] ([h,,] + [PSGSQ-][o] (11-308)
 
Summary of Kinematic&'
 
As a summary for this section we may write that the mechanism 
velocities {vne} are 
{Vme} [To] 6C (11-309) 
where
 
'.( =P (11-310)
 
y
 
Y
 
YZ
 
y3
 
(11-311)
2 , . . . , .6( V m4e jV e 4 ±= 1, 
(see Table 11-3) and
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[TO] = 1 (11-312) 
I 
1 
fj 
 f 7 
f2 f8 
f3 fc 
and where
 
f UAj, j = 1, 2, 3 
fj+6 d siny. - a d Cosyj) fj 
+1 "coy+ a~dslyj(j Cosa.j - 31ysin)
 
j = 1, 2, 3. (11-313)
 
We may also write, in summary, that the constraint velocities
{V}n are
 
{eV} = [b~l bX2 bX3 bX4 b " (11-314) 
where: 
Vcn} = v i} i = 7, 8, ... , 16 
(see Table 11-3) 
(11-315) 
and where 
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= 
bl 

[bX2] = 
S= 

[bA1 =f4f 
0 j 
-­ 4---- -
blol [b,02 
, (II-316) 
b121 ib122 
b 13 1 
13541I 
, 
(11-317) 
---- - -
IU1O4 
D123 Ib2 
b133 1 13 
b15 
f4 If0-
143bl4 f1 
.0, 
b10 6 _ -]_ 
(II[-3128)(11-319) 
136 
b146 
f5I 
7 
I~ 
i 
(IT-320) 
b117 Ifl31 
-- -1- 4~p 
b1337­
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where
 
fj+3 -UTjx (11-321)
 
fj+9= 
­ (ke siny 
- ae cosyj) UTjx 
(Ze costy + aesinyj )(UTj COSO. - UTj sino.) (11-322) 
(j = 1, 2, 3) 
and where 
[b, 01] = [0, 1, OJ[TRHT] (11-323) 
[b1 02] = L0, 1, 0][TRHT][THTSQ] (11-324) 
[b103] = 10, -1, O][TRHC] (11-325) 
[b104] = [0, -1, 0I[TRHC][CSCSQ] (11-326) 
[b105]J= [0, 1, OflTRHT] ([Ny] + EfHTSQI[cDj) (11-327) 
Lb01= L0, -1, OHETRHC]( [h,] + EPsCsQ][pl (11-328) 
[b 1 0 7J = 10, -1, 0][TRHP][PSPPSQ] (11-329) 
and where 
(11-330)
1, O[FTQRRT].
I[0, 

lbl.j2J [0, 1, 0][TRRT]. [TRTSQ]., (11-331) 
Lj3] = [0, -1, 0][TRRC]j, (11-332) 
[h=j O0, -1, oJ[TRRC]. [CQCSQ]., (11-333) 
Lb1 j - [0, 1, Oj[TjRT] ([h + [DRTSQ]j [ ," (11-334) 
(11-335)

[6]j = [0, -1, oJ[TRRC]J ([hr[ + PQCSQ] lop]), 
rl]= [0, -1, 0j[TRRP].i [PQPPSQ].., (11-336) 
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f = [0, -1, 0I.[TRRP]. {CGAMj, (11-337) 
j= 1, 2, 3, 
and where 
[b14 1]14 1 = (11-338) 
[b14 2] = -[TDTSQ], 
[b14 3] = [TRTC], 
[b144] = TRTC][CSCSQ], 
[b[ 5] = h, 
[b146] = [TRTC] ([hp] + [(P.SCSQ][op), 
[b147] = [TRTP].[PSPPSQ]. 
As -afinal summary expression, we write that 
vI ; 
(11-339) 
(11-340) 
(11-341) 
(11-342) 
(11-343) 
(11-344) 
8 i 
V9 
Vl0 
Vll 
V12 
V1 3 
v114 
V1 5  
V 1 6 
I II 
blO!,{bi02, 1bI0 3 b1 0 4 b165 0. . . - -- - - - - - -
b1l1 1b112 ib1 1 3 l b 1 1 4 Ib 1 1 5 b 1 1 6  
= - -- -- -T----- - -
b 12 1 Ib12 2 Ib 1 2 3 1 b 12 4 1 b 12 5 b126 
-- I- I- I - -­
b 1 34 lb1 32 1b13 3  b 13 4  b1 35 
I II I 
b 14 1 1b 14 2 1b14 3 b14 b1 4 5  b1 46 
V1I I{I I I 
" . (11-345) 
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f4 ifi ' • 
- I-4 
+ f5 I i (11-345) 
---I- - -- concl 
f6 f12  az 
b107 Y1 
h1 17 S--
yt 
-
Ifi3 
-- 1Y2 
I f 
I I l
 
I i I
 
b14 7 I I
 
or 
v = [b,j{v} + [,] *(11-346) 
E. CONSTRAINT MODE CRITERIA
 
During the course of the motion simulation, there are a variety
 
of combinations of constraints that are to be implemented. The
 
purpose of this section is to formulate and discuss criteria for
 
implementing the various constraints.
 
A parameter @i will be associated with each of the constraints,
 
which are itemized and described in Table 11-4.
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Table 11-4 Description of the Constraints
 
Constraint Reference
 
Parameter Description Figures
 
4,, j=1,2,3 jth Tension Link Constraint Fig. 11-5
 
eo 1 4,. > 0. J = 1pL;
@4 Probe Head Contact Constraint Fig. 11-8
 
4= -DS e - c; 44 > 0. 
j+4' jth Pitch Arm Contact Constraint Fig. 11-5, 
j = 1, 2, 3 4j+4 = QR--- mi - at; 4 j+4 > 0. Fig. 11-9 
4,8 Probe Head Capture Constraint
 
= I -I - clsin; 8 > 0. Fig. II-l 
Probe Head = s
 
Fig. 11-11 Geometry Pertinent to Probe .Head Capture
 
There are, due to the nature of the 4ocking system, certain
 
constraints that cannot coexist; that is, an attempt to implement
 
certain constraint equations simultaneously with others will re­
sult in dismal failure because of the inherent singularity of such
 
a system of equations. It is apparent that the constraint equa­
tion associated with 4 = 0 is a linear combination of the three
 
= 
constraint equations associated with 48 0. From a geometrical 
point of view, it is clear that if the three probe head capture 
constraint equations are in use, then the probe head contact con­
straint equation is redundant,, and -cannotbe used. A similar con­
flict exists between the constraint ,equation associated with 4,. = 0 
(j = 1, 2, 3) and the one associatedbwith l +4 = 0; we should not 
attempt to use the jth tension link equation with the jth pitch
 
arm contact constraint equation.
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In this, discussion we are associating constraint parameters 
i = 1, 2, ... , ) with constraint equations. There is a one­
to-one correspondence between all i and the constraint equations 
except for probe head capture. Three capture equations correspond
 
to h8" Refer. to Tables 11-3 and 11-4, and to (11-345). All of
 
the constraint equations associated with the docking probe are
 
presented in (11-345). For example, when ¢4 (Table 11-4) is zero,
 
the corresponding constraint equation is: ,v10 = 0; when l8 = 0, 
the corresponding constraint equations are: = =v14 = v1 5 v1 6 0.
 
This is to say that depending on the values taken on by the 4's,
 
certain equations of the set (11-345) are used as constraint equa­
tions. There are ten equations in (11-345), but as we have indi­
cated, less than ten of these can be used together at any point
 
of the simulation. In fact, it turns out that the most equations
 
in use cannot exceed.six. The reasons for this are explained in
 
the following discussion.
 
After examining the conditions of constraint (as defined by
 
Table 11-4) we note a certain correspondence, or grouping of sit­
uations. With regard to the probe head, it is possible that both
 
>
¢4 > 0 and h 0, which is a compatible situation. Also, we
 
might have ¢4 = 0 and 08 > 0; or when 48 = 0, then ¢4 is unquali­
fied as a constraint parameter. This says that there are three
 
possible conditions associated with the probe head: (1) it may
 
be free of contact and capture; (2)' it may be in contact but not
 
captured; and (3) it may be captured.
 
Now, after contemplating the geometry of the problem, it is
 
clear that each pitch arm assembly may assume its-own constraint
 
conditions independent of the situations regulating the probe head
 
and the other-pitch arm assemblies. We now concentrate on the
 
typical pitch arm assembly (refer to Fig. 11-5). If there is pitch
 
arm contact (against the drogue lip) the tendency is for the ten­
sion link to collapse, or for 6. to increase. Also as ¢ +4 in­
3
 
creases (the arm moving away from the lip) the "spring" in the
 
shock attenuator causes the tension link to return to its maximum 
length, corresponding to 4).= 0. Now, in way of summarizing the 
conditions associated with the jthpitch arm assembly, we may have
 
either pitch arm contact or the tension link extended (locked in
 
tension) but not-both. Also, the situation where the tension link
 
is "collapsed" and the pitch arm is not in contact is a realistic
 
and compatible situation.
 
We may now construct a correspondence array pertinent to the
 
jth pitch arm assembly:
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Mode 1 2 3
 
0 X 0
 
j+4 0 0 X 
In this array we mean for X to indicate that the corresponding
 
constraint equation is used, the 0 means that it is not used.
 
There are three possible modes of constraint corresponding to each
 
of the three pitch arm assemblies, which in combination (the three
 
pitch arm assemblies taken together) amounts to 27 distinct situa­
tions pertaining to the six constraint parameters 4).and j+4 0
 
1, 2, 3). Let us construct the correspondence atray for 4) and
 
j+4 as follows:
 
Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
1 (T.L.-1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X -X X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 (T.L.-2) 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X K X 0 0 0 
3(T.L.-3) 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 
S(PA.-1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X K X X 
S6 (P.A.-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X. X X' 
§,(P.A-3) 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 
This array depicts the 27 distinct conditions (any one could
 
prevail at some point of time during the motion simulation) corre­
sponding to just the pitch arm assemblies. These conditions, taken
 
in combination with the three possible conditions that are perti­
nent to the probe head, amount to 81 possible situations that are
 
distinct, of course, and that are compatible and realistic. For
 
each of the three probe head conditions (discussed just above)
 
there is a correspondence array (with 27 modes) associated with it.
 
Now, when particular constraint equations are in use, then
 
certain elements of the {y} vector [see (11-133) and (IT-345)] are
 
solved for so-that they satisfy the constraint equations. The
 
{p} vector is the portion of {y} that is committed to satisfy the
 
constraints since the other variables that appear in the constraint
 
equations are elements of the state vector ty}, which are prede­
termined (they are prescribed initially, or they are results of
 
integration).
 
In the event that the number of constraint equations in use is
 
less than six (the number of elements of {p}), then the {p} as a
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set are determined from a combination of constraint equations and
 
equations of "force balance." For example, suppose that one of the
 
pitch arm assemblies were free from contact and that its tension
 
link is collapsed in addition. For this case, the moment about 
point a (looking at Fig. IT-5) is due to the spring force and 
damping force of the shock attenuator. The s~ring force must bal­
ance the damping force; the angular velocity y is thus determined 
(the damping force is a function of y and it is possible to express 
y in terms of y and px). 
By the definition of the constraint parameters (€) given in
 
Table 11-4, it is clear that any given ¢ can be evaluated numeri­
cally at any time during the motion. They are dependent only on
 
the variables of the state vector {y}. During the simulation,
 
values corresponding to the constraint parameters (4) may be moni­
tored continuously. Thus, information necessary for regulating
 
the use of the constraint equations is continuously available.
 
For example, suppose that at some instant of time in the simula­
tion we examine the values of the ¢'s and construct a constraint
 
mode indicator array as follows:
 
No. Constraint Condition Inquiry Execute
 
1 Tension Link No. 1 If €i > 0- m1 = 0
 
If 4j = 0 m1 = 1
 
2 Tension Link No. 2 If 42 > 0 m 2 = 0
 
= = 
If z20 m2 1
 
3 Tension Link No. 3 If 43 > 0 m 3 = 0
 
If 43 = 0 m 3 = 1 
4 Probe Head Contact If ¢4 > 0 m 4 = 0
 
If ¢4 = 0 = 1
m 4 

5 Pitch Arm No. 1 Contact If p5 > 0 m 5 = 0
 
If 45 = 0 m 5 = 1
 
6 Pitch Arm No. 2 Contact If k) > 0 m 6 = 0
 
If h6 = 0 m = 1
6 

7 Pitch Arm No. 3 Contact If 47 > 0 m 7 = 0
 
If 47 = 0 m 7 = I 
8 Probe Head Capture If ¢8 > 0 m 8 = 0
 
If ¢8 = 0 m8 = 1 
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We have a correspondence between elements of a set {44 and
 
elements of a set {ml. The elements of {m) (mi, i = 1, 2, ..., 8)
 
take on values of unity or zero. If m. = 1, this means that the
 
1
 
corresponding constraint equation is a candidate (to be used);
 
whereas if m. 
1 = 0, then the corresponding constraint equation is
 
not a candidate. We may think of m. = 0 to mean no and m. = 1 to
 
1 3 
mean yes.
 
We have carefully implied (with the use of the word "candi­
date") that when mi1 = 1, the corresponding constraint equation
 
may or may not be used. A conflict of conditions may require an 
adjustment of the elements of {ml. For example, suppose that 
m4 = 1 and-m8 = 1 also. This indicates that 4 = 08 = 0, which 
is possible; however, the probe head capture conditions dominate, 
and once the probe head is captured it stays captured and m4 is 
"reset" to zero. As an additional example, it is possible that
 
l = 5 = 0, in which case m, = m = 1 (initially). The constraint 
equations corresponding to m, and m S conflict and therefore one 
must "yield" to the other. In this case, since the tendency is 
for the tension link to collapse, we would reset m, = 0. 
5 

After examining all of the possibilities and conditions as
 
discussed above, it becomes clear that the mode indicator set (or
 
simply, the mode vector) can have at most, six nonzero elements;
 
or in other words, the number of constraint equations that are
 
used at any time never exceeds six.
 
Now, after the elements of the mode vector (m) have been
 
set, by the process discussed just above, we note that the con­
straint equations corresponding to m.1 = 1 are still just candi­
dates. There are additional criteria governing the use of the
 
constraint equations. To this point, we have only discussed the
 
process for establishing candidate equations.
 
There is a constraint force (X) corresponding to each of the
 
ten constraint equations (11-345). Of course, if a particular
 
constraint equation is not in use, its corresponding constraint
 
force is zero. The first seven of the constraint conditions may
 
alternate between a "yes" and a "no" situation.
 
The candidate constraint equations may be used to solve for 
the elements of {p} (in conjunction with available force balance 
equations, if required). This is a tentative evaluation, since 
it is necessary to then evaluate the constraint forces (X.; i = 
1, 2, ... , 7) which depend on the elements of {p} (as will be
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shown in Section F). Not one of the first seven X's may be nega­
tive, because the associated constraints are unilateral. For ex­
ample, if A 4 were negative, this would correspond to a force "try­
ing to hold" the probe head against the inner surface of the drogue 
when the tendency is for the probe head to "leave" (or break con­
tact with) the surface. Any one of the first seven constraint 
equations that is tentatively used and has a corresponding nega­
tive X must be "thrown out." The constraint forces associated 
with probe head capture may, of course, take on any value. 
In summary, the constraint criteria as developed and discussed
 
here will permit the docking mathematical model to simulate the
 
various events that occur during the maneuver (bumping, sliding,
 
breaking contact, and capture) in a representative manner.
 
F. SOLUTION FOR THE PROBE ASSEMBLY VELOCITIES AND THE
 
CONTACT CONSTRAINT FORCES
 
The previous sections defining geometry and kinematics (Sec­
tions II.C and II.D) have led us into the position where we may
 
apply the constraint mode criteria (developed in Section II.E)
 
and solve for the elements of {p} and for the constraint forces
 
It was shown in Section II.E that the number of constraint
 
equations in use at any one time cannot exceed six. This suggests
 
that when there are six euations in use, we may solve for the
 
six unknown elements of p} (the number of independent equations
 
equals the number of unknowns). For example, suppose the probe
 
head is captured and the three tension links are locked, as would
 
be indicated by the constraint parameters. For this situation we
 
would set v7 , v8, v9 , v 14 , v 1 5, and v 16 equal to zero (11-345).
 
The elements of [bv] and [bX 5] are functions only of position
 
and are therefore known. Also, the elements of {vI (11-346) are
 
known since they are all from the state vector {y}. We have six
 
simultaneous algebraic equations. Let us take the pertinent six
 
"lines" out of (11-346) and write
 
[bX5] c = 4b{] {l (11-347) 
where the prime indicates the modification of [b] and [bk] in
 
retaining only the constraint equations in use.
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From (11-347), the solution for (p1 follows immediately,
 
lbt 1 [b] lvi. (11-348)
- 5 
For the example we posed, there are sufficient equations to 
solve for the unknowns. The question arises: what is to be done 
when the number of equations is less than six? To answer this, 
let us examine the form of (11-345) closely and note that the probe 
head contact equation and the probe head capture equations (asso­
ciated with vlo and with v 14 , v1 5 , and v 16) are independent of 
YI, YZ, and y3- This is convenient because we may solve for X, 
y , and az without regard to any constraint equations associated
 
with the pitch arm assemblies. There is a "one-way coupling," in 
that y. depends on p, a , and a; but the converse is not true. 
Now we consider the three possibilities of constraint asso­
ciated with the probe head. When the probe head is.captured, the 
last three lines of .(11-345) are used to solve for p , a , and a " 
When the probe head is free from contact and capture, then pX ay, 
and az are given by a force balance equation that allows px ay,
, 

and a to restore themselves at a rate proportional to the "defor­
mation in those coordinates." Finally, when there is probe head 
contact, it is possible to establish p., a , and a from the fol­
z
lowing consideration. 

- Let us think of vl0 [in (11-345)] to be composed of two con-­
tributions: (1) a portion due to bbXV]{v}; and (2) a portion due 
to [b,,]61. The first portion is the relative velocity (as though
 
{6} = {0}) that must be balanced by the second portion (as though 
{v} = {0}) in order for vl0 to vanish. Let us designate the 
fourth element of the product bAV]{v} as -vjO0 . Now, in order1 11 
for vl0 to vanish, it is necessary that
 
= 
i0i Px v. (11-349)
 
Y 
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This is one equation in three unknowns. We note that it is
 
possible to find three equations whose solution for P., y, and
 
a satisfies (11-349). This will not be a unique solution, but
 
z 
nevertheless a good solution which we will use anytime the probe
 
head is in contact, since it has a good geometrical interpretation.
 
The solution we use for probe head contact is from the following
 
considerations.
 
The expanded form of Lb,0 7] is given as (11-329). On combin­
ing (11-329) with (11-349) we may write 
[0, -1, 0][TRHPV[PSPPSQ] p J (11-350)v0. 

Y 
0 
It is clear that if the solution
 
= [1SPPSQ]-1 [TR H] -vi (11-351)
 
is used, (11-350) will be satisfied, as can be verified by direct
 
substitution. The geometrical interpretation of (11-351) is as
 
follows.
 
We may express the velocity of point H relative to point S
 
(projected on a ) as a vector,
 
VD e., = -v0 e a LPI[PSPPSQI 0, (11-352)
 
Y 
z 
but we may also write
 
L;[PJITRPHI[g1.
e J[,] CI3 
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Using (11-353) in (11-352) we obtain
 
[PSPPSQ]r [TRPH]LI (II-354)
=X 

which is the same as (11-351). The vector -v{0 e is the velocity
 
of point H relative to point-S (normal to the drogue surface) due
 
to all effects excluding the effects of probe deformation rate.
 
The probe assembly velocities, particularly p, y, and az, must
 
then take on values such that vl0 e = 0, or values as given by 
(11-351).
 
We have, at this point, discussed the method for which the
 
first three elements of {p} are determined for all.possible situa­
tions regarding the probe head. With px, ay, and az thusly deter­
mined, any additional constraint equations used will involve yI,
y2, and y3 as unknowns. Referring again to (11-345) it appears
 
that solution for the y is quite elementary since it only involves
 
inversion of one of the scalars f. i( = 10, 11, ... , 15).

J 
We have been able to solve for all of the elements of {p} that
 
satisfy any possible combination of constraint equations. With
 
these velocities, it is now possible to evaluate the velocity com­
ponents v. (i = 1, 2, ... , 6), which are needed to establish the
 
internal "damping" forces. There are velocity-dependent forces
 
in the shock attenuators and conceivably there may be some asso­
ciated with P ,, and az (which may include Coulomb damping).
 
There are six mechanism velocities given by (11-309) in terms
 
of {p}. With the evaluation of these "internal" velocities, we
 
may consult a curve (or table) which describes the variation of
 
the velocity dependent forces, and numerically evaluate the damp­
ing forces. Also, there exists a correspondence, or functional
 
relationship, between the internal restoring forces and the ele­
ments of {p}. An additional internal force that is considered is
 
the retract force, which is an explicit function of time and the
 
coordinate px. All of these internal forces (the damping, the
 
restoring, and the retract force), are evaluated and combined to
 
constitute what we call the probe internal force vector {FI}.
 
There are six elements in this vector corresponding to the six
 
mechanism internal velocities.
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The internal forces {FI} and the "applied" forces {Ml must be
 
in equilibrium. We are now in position to apply the principle of
 
virtual work, resulting in sufficient equations to solve for (nu­
merically evaluate) the unknowns ({X)). We write a virtual power
 
expression that involves the probe mechanism virtual velocities:
 
=-L;ej {FI}+ LvjX}. (11-355) 
The first term in (11-355) is negative because {F } is composed
 
of restoring and dissipative components. No, we note [from (II­
309) and (11-346)] that the elements of emeand of "v } are 
only implicit functions of time and it follows that
 
,(11-356)
{2}me [To] { 
and
 
=n
{v} [bX] {g}+ [bA,] {v*} (11-357) 
By substituting (11-356) and (11-357) into (11-355) there results
 
ii[TlT {F1 }+(LpJ[b-\5]T +A L*J[bxl~v (13 
In order for equilibrium to prevail, it is necessary for * to van­
ish for arbitrary {n} and {v}. It follows that 
(11-359)
[bA4]T A, = [TP]T {F1}. 
The equations (11-359) are six equations of equilibrium that the
 
elements of MA) must satisfy. There are ten X's and at first
 
glance it might seem that the six equations of equilibrium are not
 
sufficient to solve for the ten unknowns ({Al). However, we have
 
previously asserted that any A, corresponding to a constraint equa­
tion that is not in use, is zero; only the nonzero X's will appear
 
in (11-359). Careful inspection of the form of [bA§IT enables us 
to use consistent equations from (11-359) when the number of con­
straint equations in use is less than six.
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The evaluation of { } as described completes another portion
 
of {} [see (11-133)]. As the solution for {XI is now known, it 
can be substituted into (11-125) thru (11-128). All that remains 
to establish (58is the definition of {6 } and JFcs (which is 
needed to complete the evaluation of {UT}' {T' I and N 
The equations for a particular control system are presented in
 
Appendix A.
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III. CONCLUDING SUMMARY
 
The intent of this volume has been to explicitly detail the
 
analytical development of the equations of motion for the docking
 
simulation of two flexible space vehicles and to present the analy­
sis in a manner that lends itself to numerical computation. -To
 
achieve this objective we reviewed the concept of virtual velocity
 
and introduced the concept of virtual power. This concept, al­
though not a new principle of analytical mechanics, has not been
 
extensively used in previous investigations. It was shown here
 
to be a very powerful extension (and a convenient method) by which
 
to apply the principle of virtual work to a complex mechanical
 
system.
 
The Lagrange equations of motion with constraints were reviewed
 
and the concept of Lagrange multipliers was introduced to provide
 
the additional problem variables required for a consistent set of
 
equations. The equations of motion and constraint were cast in
 
matrix form and the resulting set was transformed in a manner that
 
led to the introduction of nonholonomic velocities. We chose this
 
final formulation of the fundamental equations for two reasons.
 
The first was that this set of transformed equations yields the
 
most amenable set for numerical integration*; the second reason
 
was that the resulting transformed generalized forces might be
 
calculated through a simple, straightforward application of the
 
virtual power concept.
 
A brief review of the derivation of the total system kinetic
 
energy was presented and we noted that, as the final form of the
 
kinetic energy was partially expressed in terms of nonholonomic
 
velocities, it would be necessary to express these particular
 
velocities as a function of Euler angle time derivatives. A de­
tailed presentation of the transformations required for this opera­
tion was included. Because the use of the virtual power'technique
 
has not been extensively documented, an illustrative example that
 
considered an unsupported elastic body under the influence of a
 
single impressed force was presented. The results of this example
 
were used to illustrate the method by which the technique could
 
be extended to the equations of motion for two docking vehicles.
 
The final form of the equations appeared as Equations (11-125)
 
thru (11-128). It is significant that the resulting equations
 
*We do not here imply that the nonholonomic velocities can be
 
integrated, but rather that their time derivatives can be.
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of motion included the effects of vehicle elasticity. To the best
 
of our knowledge this is the first time that elastic effects have
 
been included in a docking simulation. The manner in which the
 
analysis considered control systems effects may also be unique for
 
we are not limited to a particular control system, but rather are
 
able to consider any type of control system through modification
 
of control system forces which appear on the right-hand side of
 
the motion equations.
 
As the equations of motion and the auxiliary differential
 
equations that characterize the docking maneuver were cast as a
 
set of simultaneous first order differential equations, it was
 
felt that the implementation of the numerical solution might best
 
be evolved around the state vector concept. By numerically eval­
uating the state vector time derivative we would be able to obtain
 
the input to a numerical integration algorithm that would yield,
 
in a stepwise fashion, the time histories of the state vector time
 
derivative, the state vector, and other auxiliary variables. This
 
concept was in fact used in the development of the numerical analy­
sis (see Volume II). It was possible to characterize the entire
 
system, including the elastic effects of two vehicles and the in­
clusion of as many as three different control systems, in a state
 
vector of fewer than 150 variables.
 
It is noteworthy that the analytical techniques developed dur­
ing the course of this study are general in nature. Although they
 
were used for the solution of a specific problem, namely simulation
 
of the docking of two elastic bodies, they are not restricted to
 
this problem. In fact, these techniques are readily adaptable
 
to any problem concerning the interaction of systems of flexible
 
bodies.
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APPENDIX A
 
INCLUSION OF ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM(S)
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The manner in which the control system forces appear in the
 
equations of motion for the target and chase vehicles [Equations 
(11-125) thru (11-128)] and the presence of a set of control sys­
tem variables (I6CSO) in the state vector (11-132) provide a very 
general treatment regarding the inclusion of any kind of attitude
 
control system. This is to say that the format adopted by the
 
formulation is general and may include any specific type of atti­
tude control system. The purpose of this appendix is to show, by
 
example, how the differential equations associated with the atti­
tude control system interface with the motion and auxiliary equa­
tions that govern the docking maneuver simulation.
 
There are three seperate attitude control systems considered
 
by the docking analysis. The three control systems may be engaged
 
simultaneously, or any combination of the three systems may be
 
engaged. The target vehicle has the TACS (thruster attitude con­
trol system) and the CMG (control moment gyro) system applying
 
control torques to it. The chase vehicle has the RCS (reaction
 
control system) applying control torques to it.
 
It is assumed that the TACS and CMG systems each receive the
 
same rate and attitude error signals; a sensing device is mounted
 
at one station of the target structure. Also, it is assumed that
 
the control torques of the CMG system are applied at approximately
 
the same station where the sensing device is mounted. This device
 
is removed an appreciable distance from the target vehicle's cen­
ter of mass.
 
The control law flow diagram for the CMG system (that is used
 
in the analysis) is shown in Fig. A-l; the TACS diagram is shown
 
in Fig. A-2. The RCS has basically the same flow diagram as the
 
TACS.
 
+ al 
Tx 
.c 
-­
+5 1 5 
2. F m f 
Tz 
Uto 
z -o 
FgK 
Fig. A-i 
CNote:1. Form of 1/F - f2 1M 
2. Form of LbSa 
Control Law Flow Diagram for CMG 
a I a 2 K0 
PITCH 
F I B2 hKt tiud oto SytmRao2 oto ytm lc iga 
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The control system variables ICSI that occur in the state vec­
tor are as follows:.
 
fF dt (Chase axial impulse)

4 
ed (CMG, TACS attitude error)
 
foWdt
 
a2
 
a3 
 (CMG "roll channel" variables)

a4
 
a5
 
T
 
x
 
03 (CMG "pitch channel" variables) 
85
 
T
 
y
 
"Y2
 
{CS} = (Y(CMG "yaw channel" variables) 
Y5
 
T 
z 
c
 
6C (RCS attitude error)
 
C
 
D4
 
x 
D4 (TACS auxiliary variables)
 
y
 
D4
 
D4xz

D4 (RCS auxiliary variables) 
y

D4 
flj Tx dt (TACS roll impulse) 
fI FyI dt (TACS pitch impulse) 
fj Fzl dt (TACS yaw impulse) 
f I TIx dt (RCS roll impulse) 
fj Tj dt (RCS pitch impulse) 
fj Tzj dt (RCS yaw impulse) (A-l) 
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The variables in VCSf that are impulse-type variables [the first,
 
and the last six elements in (A-I)] are actually not necessary to
 
"close the loop" and are included only to provide a monitor of the
 
total time the control torques have been used during the simula­
6
tion. The remaining variables in CSf are "feedback"-type vari­
ables. The elements of {CS} are functions of the elements of
 
{CS} and other variables of the state vector y We explicity

. 

define the elements of {CS} in the order that their corresponding
 
elements appear in (A-I) as follows.
 
Chase Axial Thrust (Fx).
 
This is thrust that is applied to the cm of the chase vehicle
 
in the positive xC direction. It has a value of zero before the
 
probe head makes initial contact with the drogue surface, takes on
 
a positive prescribed value after initial contact, and is reset to
 
zero after a prescribed lag time measured from probe head capture
 
time.
 
CMG and TACS Attitude Error
 
The variables ,, e and izdt are attitude error signals that
 
reflect elastic deflection of the sensor station. The time rates
 
of these variables are given as
 
f	1 1 sin e tan a elos 

a0=1 0 cos 
-sin ( FyTiO] + 1
i'O 	 T1 ,
S0 L0 1 3\LTJ12 
where [0G] is a matrix of modal rotation amplitudes at the sensor
 
station. Now referring to Fig. A-l, the rate and attitude errors
 
are combined (using appropriate gain constants) to produce the
 
signals a,, $1,and yl. For the roll channel, due to the trans­
fer function 1/xF there results the expression
 
x
 
i-+4 If- + (4 2+2) W2 a5 +4 wo 4 a5 4 Xx fx 5 + 4 2 x 5 4x x &5 x(l - 5)
 
(A-3)
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and due to the filter Lx, there results
 
ix 	 - (a - Tx). (A.
 
bx 5
 
a5 

Equation (A-3) is one forth order differential equation wh:
 
(A-4) is one first order equation. With appropriate substitut
 
(A-3) and (A-4) may be transformed to a set of five first orde
 
equations:
 
6, Ci4 1 	 f a5 - (44' + 2) W2a 4e w3 2 fxala fx f
 
(A
 
a3 a2 (A
 
a4 	 a3 (A
 
a5 =a4 	 (A
 
x= (aX5 - Tx)/b	 (A
x 

In a similar manner equations for the pitch and yaw channels
 
are expressed as
 
4 3
BW R- " -4C oi (~.4C2+2\2 S 4Ct w o 
= 2 	 fy(l 5) y fy 2 y + y 3 y fy 4 
(A-10)
 
(A-11)3 	 2 
04 = 3 (A-12) 
5 = 4 (A-13) 
Ty 	 (ay $ - Ty)/by (A-14) 
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i2 = fz(Yl -Y 5 )-44tdfY - z zY zY2
 
(A-15)
 
= Y2 (A-16)y3 

Y3 (A-17)
Y4 

= Y4 (A-18)i5 

tz = (a y 5 - Tz/b. (A-19)
 
Equations (A-5) thru (A-19) complete the definition of the 
control system variables that apply to the CMG system. The rates 
given by (A-2) apply to both the CMG system and to the TACS sys­
tem. The remaining six signals, (the D4's) in Cs are found by 
integrating equations of the form 
d (M4) =[KfQ) '(D3) - D] (A-20) 
which is due to the pseudo rate modulator device that is in both
 
the TAGS and RCS systems.
 
The control forces and torques that are applied to the two
 
docking vehicles are assembled into a column vector IFcSI and a
 
virtual power expression involving the elements of jFCS1 and appro­
priate virtual velocities is written.
 
chase 

c 
CMG mxG
 (T)
 
O*
(T ) 

(TCG zG
 
-
(TX) 
=cs \ TAGS xA
 
(FZTAcS wA
 
(F
 
TTACS 
 WA 
* (T )

RCS iyC 
T)
 
TRZ S 
 (A-21)
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The subscripts "G" and "A" in (A-21) refer to the points on the 
target structure where the CMG torque vector and TACS thruster 
forces are applied, respectively. We note that the TACS roll con­
trol is by a pure couple (T)x , while pitch and yaw control is 
due to thruster forces [(Fy)TACS and (Fz)TACS] that are multiplied
 
by appropriate moment arms.
 
The virtual velocities in (A-21) are related to state variable
 
virtual velocities as follows.
 
= C T + C T C'
{<*S}= Eb~l]{t4}+ [bC2]{u* }+ 1bC31{ + [bC4{ } 
(A-22) 
where ucs} is the set of virtual velocities that are in (A-21). 
We may write {UcS} in a form that shows the detailed form of the 
coefficients [bcI], [bc2] [bC3], and [bc 4] 
uc 1 A 
*~ 
'4A jjxAj _ 
xc IC CI1 
W'to 1 VOlC~ 
[boil I [bC21 ~C34b, 
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The expression (A-23) is based on elementary kinematics, and
 
can be easily verified. The elements d., d, and d are defined 
as 
dx = TA • i T 
Yd = TA - JT 
d = TA'•jk
 
dz = A kT (A-24) 
and the tL[and [h] subpartitions are modal deflection amplitudes 
corresponding to the appropriate structural stations. 
The control system virtual power expression may now be written
 
as
 
= iu[ 2 T { s} [ u [b lT {Fcs } + 
T+ [ $J [bc {F4 + [Cj [bC4T {Fcs}. (A-25) 
The "driving" forces, due to the attitude control systems, that
 
occur in the equations of motion (11-125) thru (11-128) are present
 
in the virtual power expression (A-25).
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APPENDIX B
 
INCLUSION OF SLIDING FRICTION EFFECTS
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There are four areas of the docking mechanism where sliding 
contact may occur. These are the probe head sliding against the 
inner surface of the drogue cone and each of the three pitch arms 
sliding against the drogue lip. 
There are, therefore, four friction force vectors and four 
relative velocity vectors that combine to express our so-called 
sliding friction virtual power expression f. 
We express this as follows: 
f V4 f4 + V5 *f 5 + V6 f6 + V 7 * f7 - (B-i) 
The indices 4 thru 7 are used here since each term of (B-i) 
is associated with a Lagrange multiplier X carrying the same 
index. 
After reviewing Chapter II.D, Kinematic Considerations, we 
may write 
V4=[(Vn - VS) ' r' 0 (TH VS) - J{WEH}'(B2 
V4+. = fJV~j - VQ.) L. 0,(WRj - VQj) tj{4 B3 
j = 1, 2, 3. 
Also we express 
SXj, (B-A) 
j = 4, 5, 6, 7, 
where pj is the appropriate coefficient of sliding friction. 
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Let us, for ease of manipulation, make some additional defini­
tions:
 
We call
 
= IVi' 
v4r (7 - VS) -_r 
v 4 (7H - 7S)* 
v = (yR - -e , -) 
V(4+j)n =(VRj - iT. iVQj) n 
 -1,,
 
Also we define
 
f4r 
 4 T r'
 
f f4 e,l
 
f(4+j)g = 
 (4+j) 
1,2,3

.
Tf 
(4+j)n (4+j) n. 
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With these definitions, we may express the friction force com­
ponents as follows:
 
.~r .
 
.114 4rf4r v?-L4 
V4
 
f 11 4 X5
 
v5£
 
{f f vs X7
£5k A9
f=f'. = 5n 

.7j, 
v6n
 
f6n 
 V6n
 
v7Pz
f 
7X V7
 
v7n
 
7n L15 v--7 (B-5)
 
here, P4 is the sliding friction coefficient for the probe head
 
against the inner drogue surface, and P5 is the sliding friction
 
coefficient for the pitch arm (typical) sliding against the
 
drogue lip.
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Refer again to Chapter II.D, Kinematic Considerations. Pro­
ceeding in a manner similar to that used for basic kinematics, we
 
may express the required velocity components as follows:
 
V4rl f4rl f4r2 f4r3 f4r4 4r5 f4r6
 
v 4 f4 1 i f4 2 f4 3 f4 4 f 5 f406
 
v5kI f5 ki 5Y2 f5 3 f54 f55 f5 6
 
V5n = 5nl f5n2 f 5n3 f5n4 f5n5 f5n6
 
v6k if6X1i f6U2 f6k3 f6Y4 f6k5 f6Z6 
V6n 6nl f6n2 f6n3 f6n4 f6n5 f6n6
 
I72ip7[ J 7Z2 f7Z3 if725 I 7Z6 "f 7 i 4 
v 7 , f7 l f M f M f 7 M f 7 Y 5G )7 
V7n f7nl f7n2 f7n3 f7n4 f7n5 f7n6 (B-6) 
or
 
{Vf} = Ff1{ (B-7) 
We may now express
 
=[vJ Fv{4 }, 
= Lv*I [ftvjT {4l
 
= [v*J {Ff}. (B-8)
 
The vector, {Ff} = [bfv]T {f}, represents additional "driving" 
forces acting on the right hand side of the equations of motion, 
defining { f%}' { T}' and {+ 
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We complete the discussion on friction by explicitly defining
 
the partitions of [bfv] .
 
With reference to Chapter II.D, we write
 
[f 4 rj = L1 , 0, oJ [TRHT]. 	 (B-9) 
L4r2 = [, 0, o J [TenT] [THTSQ], 	 (B-10) 
(B-l1)Lf4r3J = -1. ,oJ [ TRHC], 
If4r4j = [-1, 0, 0] [ TRIc] [oSso] , (B-12) 
f4rj = [1, a, 0] [TenT] ([hD] + [DHTSQ] [ED]), (B-13) 
[f4r6J = [-i, a, oj [ TRHC] ([h,] + [PSCSQ] [uJ)p 	 (B-14) 
°
lJ = L , 0, 1 j [THT], (B-15) 
f42]= [a, a, 1iJ [TRHT] [THTsQ], (B-16) 
[N 3J = [0, 0, -Ij [ TRC, (B-17) 
[4 ,4j = [a, a,-a] [ TRPc] [CSCSQ], (B-i8) 
[L 5J = LO, a, 1J [T oT] [OD]). 	 (B-19)([hD] + [DaTSQ] 
[f4 6J = [a, a, -ij[ TRIHe] ( [h-i] + [PSGSQJ [oypj). (B-20) 
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Also, for j 
Lkj = 
f = 
= 1,2,3; k = j + 4, we write 
[i ,0,oj [TR]lj 
[1 , o, oj [TRmT] [TRTSQ]j 
(B-21) 
(B-22) 
f kl3i 
Iki4j 
LfkZ51 
[jk2,6 
[jknhj 
[kn2J 
[fn3j 
fkn4] 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
[-".0' oj [nmRc]. 
L-1, o, oJ [nuw]. [CQCSQ]j 
1, , oj [TRT]j ([hD] + [DRTSQ]j 
L-1, 0, oj [TUWC]j ([hr] + [rQcsQ]. 
[0, 0, 1J [TmRR].j 
[I a, 1] [TmRT. [TRTSQ]j 
[. 0, -1] [TRc] j 
[a, a, -1 [RRC]j [CQCSQ] 
[D]) 
[Ur]) 
(B-23) 
(B-24) 
(B-25) 
(B-26> 
(B-27) 
(B-28) 
(B-29) 
(B-30) 
Lkn5] 
Lfkn6J 
0=[o.0, 1j [TRRT] ([h D] + [DRTSQ]j [<(-])31) 
[a, a, -1J [TRRCI 1j ([hr] + [PQGSQ] i [op]) (B-32) 
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APPENDIX C
 
SIMULATION OF DOCKING COLLAR HARD LATCH
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In order to investigate the interaction of the various attitude
 
control systems with the composite docked cluster, we need to simu­
late hard latching after the probe has retracted and drawn the ve­
hicles close enough to latch.
 
Momentum-impulse equations will be used to zero the relative
 
velocity of one latching collar with respect to the other when p
 
has attained a prescribed value during retraction. Certain v ri­
ables (velocities) of the state vector ({uT} 
, 
{uC {ZT} and 1 C}), 
will be impulsively changed at latch-time due to the action of a­
plied impulse forces that are computed, based on the required
 
velocity constraints.
 
The equations of motion that express UT , ' { and
 
are modified by the presence of additional constraint forces (A's).
 
Due to the existence of the additional (latching) constraint
 
forces, the equations of motion appear as
 
{UT = {UT} + [ mT] - I [bA ] T {?A} ' 
{1j} = Cj - [,,C]-' [bA]T' XA} 
} = { - [bA T {AA}. (C-l) 
The quantities {AT}O .. etc are from the originally derived
 
expressions (11-125) thru (II-128). The presence of{A} accounts
 
for the difference in the original expressions and (C-I), (set
 
XAl to {O} and there is no difference).
 
The quantities { A correspond to constraint forces (three
 
forces and three moments) at the latching interface that are re­
quired to maintain the kinematical constraints.
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The velocity form of the constraint equations is 
[bM] {UT} - &A2] {'} + [bA33 {ZT} - {%} .A4]{o}. (C-2) 
The acceleration form [differentiating each of (C-2) with 
respect to time] is 
Hbl {UIT} - fbA2J {uC + [&A33 { T} - bA41 CC} = {R}. (0-3) 
where 
{R} = -[~l {U4 + [SA2] {u01 - E[A3 {CTI + ['A43{t} (C-4 
The explicit form of the b coefficients and the elements 
of {R} are derived based purely on kinematical expressions. 
Equations (C-1) and (C-3) are sufficient in number to 
for the unknowns {UT}' {}' {%T}' { C} and {XA}t solve 
Substituting (C-1) into (C-3) we obtain 
([bil [MT] [bAT + [bA2] [mCI-I [bA]T + [bA3 ] [bA]T + 
= R. - bM {T + [bA2j { CJo 
-[bA3] {%4 ± [bAt.] {%} 
[bA4 ] [bA2T -41 
(C-5) 
The coefficients multiplying X A} in (C-5) are in general 
nonsingular and have an inverse. The solution for {XA} from (C0-5) 
substituted into (C-1) provides us with the numerical evaluation 
of the modified equations of motion. 
In (C-5) the elements of {R} are functions of {U4} 
,{U0}. 
and C These velocities must satisfy (C-2) before R} 
is evaluated and used in (C-5). 
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We have earlier stated that the velocities IUTf,...etc, will
 
be impulsively changed such that (C-2) is satisfied. We apply a
 
set of impulse forces Jf4 analogous to the 1AlA except, of course,
 
they act over a zero period of time; "the change in momentum equals
 
the applied impulse." Symbolically we write
 
T = u4 + [mTf [b] T jf 
Uc 4 - [mc>- [bA2]T If}Ucj+ 
IT}+ 14t_ + [bA3] T IfI 
I+ 14C= - [bA 4]T If} (C-6) 
and 
[bAl ] IUTI+ - [bA2] [bA3 ] [bA4 ] {%}I+= 0}lucf+ + IT}+ - + (C-7) 
Substituting (C-6) into (C-7) gives
 
([bAl [mT]-1 [bAl T + [bA2] [mc]- [bA2 ] T + [bA3] [bA3] T + [bA4] [bA4] T) If t 
- -(bM] JuTf_ - [bA2] luof_ 
+ [bA3] %T_- [bA4] li- ) (C-8) 
Substituting the solution for 4ff from (C-8) into (C-6) pro­
vides us with numerical evaluation of the velocities U
 
etc, that satisfy (C-2).
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Derivation of [BA] Coefficients and JRf 
Target Docking...ng Chase 
Fig. C-1 Latched Configuration 
It may be stated that, in the hard latched condition, point 
(F) on the target vehicle and point (F) on the chase vehicle oc­
cupy the same inertial position; also the attitude of the docking 
ring on the chase relative to the docking ring on the target re­
mains constant. In order for these conditions to hold after 
latch-time, we must have 
vT + T x TF + r + /T x 
-V - Lc XCF - CP0 (C-9) 
and 
T + WD/T - C - 7P/C :'O" 
Equations (C-9) and (C-10) together represent six scalar 
equations, or 
[bAl J - A23 JP + [bAl ICTl - LbAl4 {CJ = lot-
where 
S ' [FTSQ] 
[ 
(C-10) 
(C-2) 
(C-11) 
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IJA2 [TRIO] [TRIG] [GFGSQ]1 (C-12)
 
' L o -[TRTI]J 
NI[FTSQ] [i ( 
and
 
=tbA IIT] ([hr1 + [Prosq] [IlCA) (C-14) 
[TRIG] [op]
 
and where
 
[TFTSQ] = SK * ITFT 
[CFCSQ] = SK * {CFC
 
[DFTSQ] = SIC * {DFI} 
[PFCSQ] = SK * {PFC} (C-15) 
where SIC * is an operator that, for example, transforms 
0 T kT -F JT 
SK -f- -TF ki 0 TF 
TF • JT -TF - iT 0 (C-16)
 
where
 
(C-17)
{TFT} = TDT} + {DFT} 

{GFG} + {PFC}I (C-18)
={PC} 

{DFT} [TD] {DFD}. (C-19) 
{PFC} [TOP] {PFP} (C-20) 
tDFD and are supplied geometry.PFPJ All other quantities have
 
been previously defined.
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To obtain the elements of {R, we differentiate (C-9) and (C-10)
 
with respect to time giving
 
(VT)r+ 0T X TF + ( / ­+D)r+ xfD 

- - - ( r - tic _F = {R4. (C-2l) 
r Li 
mT + D/T - t'C IiP/CR2 . (C-22) 
-- td G= LJ{ 2 .(-2 
The left-hand sides of (C-2i) and (C-22) are, in effect, the
 
left of (C-3). We have now,
 
{R} = 1,(C-23) 
where 
{R ( + CdT x ED + 2() +r 
-j x (v + WC < + (tr) - _P x xF), (C-24)'(T, 
and
 
(C-25)

o/ - -Cx d-,/C = 0 
- - , = T x 
